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MICROSTRUCTURE AND ELECTRO MIGRATION EFFECTS 
IN Al AND Al ALLOY THIN FILMS 

John E. Sanchez, Jr. 

Ph.D Thesis 

abstract 

The evolution of the microstructure of sputtered Al and AI-2% Cu thin films and 

interconnects has been studied as a function of thermal treatments and accelerated 

electromigration testing. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and focussed ion beam (Fm) orientation contrast techniques were used 

for detailed microstructural analyses of median grain size, grain size distribution, precipitate 

size and morphology, and electromigration induced voids and hillocks in planar thin films 

and patterned conductors. The as deposited Al grain size was shown to be a function of 

deposition time and substrate heating during deposition. Thermally activated Al grain 

growth during anneals between 345°e and 472°e for 5 and 15 minutes produced a kinetic 

growth parameter of 1/8. This low rate process was ~escribed as due to 'saturated' growth 

for these annealing conditions. All grain distributions studied were found to be 

lognormally distributed, independent of annealing conditions. As a result of these anneals, 

CuAh (9 phase) precipitate morphologies were categorized into two main types. At the 

higher anneal temperatures, complete 9 phase dissolution at temperature and subsequent 

heterogeneous precipitation on cooling produced elongated 9 particles along grain 

boundaries. Alternately, at 345°C and below, a blocky 9 phase at grain triple points was 

produced by Ostwald coarsening during the anneal process. The results of a 9 phase 

coarsening study at 3100 e included a kinetic rate parameter of approximately 1/3 to 1/4. 

This was described as characteristic of boundary particle coarsening where the diffusion 

pathways are grain boundaries. 

The electronics and associated patterned Al and AI-2% eu thin film test circuits, 

necessary for accelerated electromigration testing, were designed and fabricated. Test 

electronics included constant voltage power supplies, manual probe station and related 

hardware. Arrays of 25 and 50 parallel lines were designed and subsequently tested under 

constant voltage conditions at temperatures up to 265°C. This methodology allowed for 

the efficient testing of large numbers of interconnects. It also preserved the failure site void 



morphology which was essential for subsequent microstructural failure analysis. Median 

electromigration lifetime data for Allines produced an activation energy of between 0.23 ev 

to 0.32 ev. AI-2% eu lines likewise showed an activation energy of 0.5 ev - 0.6 ev for 2 

J.1m lines and 1.7 ev - 1.8 ev for 1.33 J.1m lines. A stronger median lifetime dependence on 

linewidth or width to grain size ratio was found for the AI-2% Cu lines, with the 1.33 J.1m 

conductors having the longest lifetimes. All materials tested showed a current acceleration 

factor (y) to be greater than == 3. It was proposed that y is a function of the voiding 

process, and therefore should not in general have a universal value of 2 as suggested by 

others. Planarizing high temperatures and high bias during film sputter deposition were 

found to have a beneficial effect on median lifetimes for Al-2% Cu alloy conductors. 

Detailed SEM, TEM and FIB microscopy on teste.dand failed line arrays illustrated that 

electromigration induced damage morphologies included equiaxed erosion voids, shallow 

non-fatal edge voids, fatal narrow slit voids, single crystal whiskers and polycrystalline 

hillocks. It was shown that existing theories which incorporate electromigration induced 

stress diffusion effects cannot account for these damage morphologies. Usually failures 

were due to small volume slit voids even where extensive erosion voiding occurred in the 

conductor. FIB analysis showed that several narrow slit voids, especially in the narrowest 

conductors, were transgranular. They were shown to correspond to the stress induced slit 

failures shown by others. These results, and the predictions of a simple model based on 

void morphology dependent failure times, were explained by ,the presence of an incubation 

time for electromigration open circuit failure. The slit voiding failure process was outlined 

as the result of electromigration induced stresses in combination with microstructural flux 

obstacles and local vacancy sources. The direction of future work on fatal slit void 

modeling and the design of electromigration resistant interconnects was also outlined. 
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MICROSfRUCfURE AND ELECfROMIGRATION EFFECfS IN AL 
AND AL ALLOY THIN FILMS 

PREFACE 

Aluminum based alloys are typically used as the metallization interconnects in LSI and 

VLSI silicon-based integrated circuits. They are passive but serve as local interconnections 

between active elements (transistors), as signal carriers between various functional chip 

areas, and as pathways for chip I/O. Approximately 1()6 individual interconnect segments, 

comprising a total length of several meters, are used in the latest design VLSI circuits. 

Advanced interconnect systems must therefore be extremely reliable in these applications. 

Design schemes such as' multi-level metallization may reduce total interconnect length in a 

given device. However this advantage is quickly utilized in succeeding generations of chip 

design. The drive for increased chip integration, complexity, functionality and reduced size 

will always place extreme demands on interconnect material systems. 

There are many issues that determine the successful implementation of Al alloy 

interconnects. They include issues of circuit layout, diffusion barrier layers, metal 

coverage at steps, overall processing complexity, choice of metallization alloy, and 

reliability. Multilevel metallization designs require sophisticated Si02-based dielectric 

depositions for interlevel isolation. Metal-silicon contacts require conductive diffusion 

barriers to prevent degradation of shallow junctions. Contact and interlevel via filling with 

metallization ('step coverage') requires conservative interconnect layouts and careful 

process control. Extreme sputtering deposition conditions (450°C and> -100 volt bias) 

allow for metallization 'planarization' and filling of contacts and vias during deposition. 

AI-Cu alloys (0.1% - 4% by weight) have been shown (1,2) to significantly increase 

interconnect lifetimes during electromigration and stress migration. However their use 

increases metal corrosion (3) and plasma etching complexity (4) due to the presence of 

CuAh e precipitates. Most important however is circuit reliability during storage and 

operation. Electromigration and stress migration failures are the primary causes of 

interconnect and device reliability concerns. Stress migration (5,6,7,8) open circuits occur 

during device fabrication or during storage without electric currents. They are presumably 

due to high stresses in passivated and patterned interconnects. These failures occur 

principally in Al-Si interconnects with linewidths below about 3.0 JJ.m. Since interconnects 

with these dimensions have been used only in later chip designs, stress migration failures 

are a relatively recent problem. 



Electromigration failures are operating failures due to high electric current densities, and 

have been observed and studied for almost a quarter of a century (9,10,11,12,13). Maximum 

interconnect service conditions are == lOO°C and lxlOS A/cm2. However accelerated 

electromigration testing of actual devices and custom test circuits is carried out at higher 

temperatures and current densities in order to obtain a statistically significant number of 

failure events within reasonable times. Usual test conditions are from 175°C to 275°C 

with current densities up to == 5xl()6 A/cm2. A large volume of work has been done to 

observe, characterize and prevent electromigration failures which will be summarized in a 

later section. An important discovery early in these studies show~d Cu additions to Al 

drastically reduced failure rates by lO to 100 times (1). This removed electromigration as a 

reliability concern for many integrated circuit designs, and research on this phenomenon 

entered a quiescent period. However the decreased interconnect dimensions in VLSI 

devices have brought about stress migration failures and reintroduced electromigration as 

serious concerns. 

It is significant that, in spite of the large amount of work done on these problems, 

several fundamental questions remain. In particular, no simple model can predict which 

conductor microstructural feature will produce a failure site. Various models and 

experimental evidence suggest only general failure behavior. While the electromigration 

lifetime improvements with Cu additions are dramatic, no current model satisfactorily 

explains the effect or related evidence. Mechanical stress (14,15,16,17) and plastic 

deformation in the interconnect are expec~ed to affect electromigration lifetimes. Yet no 

model correctly incorporates these factors in a way that explains experimental results. 

Several correlations (18,19,20) between the effects of interconnect grain size, grain size 

distribution, and texture on electromigration lifetime have been made. However little 

attention has focussed on the effect of e second phase morphology on lifetime in the 

important AI-Cu alloys. 

It will be assumed in this work that microstructural details determine the properties of 

metallization interconnects. Therefore the first part of this thesis is concerned with TEM 

and SEM microstructural characterization of AI-Cu thin fIlms under a variety of deposition 

and annealing conditions. Part II describes the design and results of electromigration 

experiments which show the microstructural effects on lifetimes of Al and AI-Cu 

conductors. Pan III describes detailed TEM, SEM and focussed ion beam microscopic 

analyses of electromigration-induced damage and failure morphologies in Al and AI-Cu . 
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conductors. Analysis of electromigration open circuits as a function of conductor 

microstructure and linewidth will be presented. Precipitate reactions accelerated by 

electromigration will also be described. Electromigration failure morphologies and 

mechanisms are discussed in terms the effects of conductor line width, linewidth/grain size 

ratio, and local stresses. These results include the first evidence of electromigration failures 

which occur by transgranular "slit" voiding. These slit failures occur most frequently in 

narrow interconnects with bamboo grain microstructures. 
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PART IA: MICROSTRUCTURE EVOLUTION IN AI-BASED THIN FILMS
GRAIN GROWTH AND PRECIPITATE REACTIONS IN 

AI-2% Cu THIN FILMS 

INTRODUCTION 

It is generally a~sumed that interconnect reliability is determined by its microstructure. 

This dependence occurs since conductor microstructure affects the solid state phenomena, 

such as diffusion, current conduction, plastic deformation, etc., that arise due to the forces 

applied by electromigration and related testing conditions. Microstructural control is 

therefore central to the control of elec~omigration reliability. Many empirical results have 

. shown a grain size effect on electromigration lifetime. Blech and Meieran (9) observed 

e1ectromigration grain boundary voids and entire grains disappearing during in-situ TEM 

experiments. Vaidya (19) showed a specific dependence of median electromigration lifetime 

(MTF) on microstructure to be 

(1). 

Here d is average grain size, CJ is the standard deviation in grain size, 1111 is the relative 

intensity (from x-ray texture measurements) of {Ill} texture, and 1200 is the {200} 

intensity. More recently Cho and Thompson (20,21) presented results which show the 

effects of grain size and bimodal grain size distributions on MTF. The texture dependence 

has been verified, at least qualitatively, by others (18,22). In addition, the temperature 

dependence of electromigration MTF typically produces an activation energy about half of 

the bulk diffusion energy for AI. This, in addition the strong grain size dependence of 

MTF, suggests that the electromigration mass flux process occurs by grain boundary 

diffusion. Then it is straightforward to assume that variations in grain size in a conductor 

produce local mass flux divergences which create voids that lead to failure. Attardo's 

model (23) shows how a microstructural defects, such as a large grain adjacent to many 

small ones, produce 'grain boundary diffusion divergence' leading to void growth. 

Agarwala's results (24) similarly showed how a bimodal grain size distribution leads to 

decreased MTF. 

The electromigration MTF in AI-eu is much longer than that for Al or Al-Si conductors. 

Cu additions in the range 0.5 to 5 wt.% increase the electromigration (d'Heurle) lifetime 10 

to 100 times, and stress'migration failures are usually entirely eliminated (25). The most 
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prevalent explanation for this effect is that solute Cu segregates to Al boundaries and slows 

down grain boundary diffusion (1,2,25,26,27). Since electromigration-induced mass flux 

occurs by grain boundary diffusion, reducing it,also increases lifetimes. Recent work (28) 

has shown that under certain conditions of annealing Cu may actually be depleted at grain 

boundaries. However since the equilibrium low temperature solubility limit of Cu in Al is 

about 0.01 % (Figure 1) most of the Cu resides in the precipitate forms 9 and 9'. 9 is 

incoherent and is typically found along grain boundaries after annealing. The semi-coherent 

9' is found in the matrix (29). Prolonged electromigration lifetimes have been attributed to 

the resupply of grain boundary Cu by 9 precipitates (2). This implies that more extensive 

9 formation at boundaries will proportionately increase lifetimes. However there have 

been no definitive studies that clearly' show this. In fact several unpublished studies 

purport to show that the dramatic lifetime increase occurs with only 0.1 % Cu additions. 

Therefore the widespread use of Cu additions greater than about 0.1 % appears to be 

unjustified. Another early study (24), on AI-(4-19%) Cu films, found no 9 morphological 

effect on lifetime. Cu contents this high are not feasible for VLSI interconnects. In fact 

there is a significant processing complication when there is extensive 9 formation. Cu has 

no volatile compounds of CI or F. Therefore conventional halide species-based plasma 

etching is very difficult and leaves Cu rich debris (4) on the wafer surface. Thus reducing 

the Cu content and/or controlling the 9 phase morphology, in order to improve etching 

requirements and manufacturability, is very desirable. 

Several 9 phase morphology observations during electromigration testing are relevant. 

Low frequency pulsed electromigration testing of AI-4% Cu conductors (30,31) was carried 

out at current densities high enough to cause substantial joule heating. Initial 9 
morphology was large with blocky precipitates at grain triple points. Final morphology 

after prolonged testing was a continuous 9 phase coating most of the boundaries. 9 
morphology midway through testing was 'star' shaped and centered at triple points, with 

star points in the directions of boundaries and towards grain centers. Their formation was 

not explained. In another in-situ SEM study (32) 9 precipitates and voids were seen to 

migrate during testing at 180°C-250°C and 1.0-2.5x106 A/cm2. Net Cu migration along 

the conductor in the direction of current flow was also observed (33). Additionally Cu 

'redistribution' (27) during testing at 265°C and 0.75x106A/cm2 was described as an 

electromigration effect directly responsible for failure. 9 phase morphology is thus 

expected to effect Cu redistribution, electromigration mass flux, lifetimes and integrated 

circuit fabrication technology. 

5 



Very few studies have concentrated on microstructural control by deposition and anneal 

processing. In the present study, grain size, second phase precipitate reactions and e 
phase morphologies were studied in order to characterize film microstructure evolution 

during deposition and annealing. The results of these studies are reported here. The 

annealed e phase morphologies will also be compared to those produced by accelerated 

electromigration testing in this section and in Part ill. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

AI-2 (± 0.02)% Cu (wt.) alloy thin films were deposited by MTI, Inc. (San Jose, CA) 

in a magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure of 2xlO-5 mTorr. Composition was 

verified by high temperature plasma mass spectrometry. Films were deposited at == 1.2 kA 
per minute in argon at 2 mTorr on unheated substrates. Final thicknesses were 0.4 J.l.m and 

0.8 J.l.m. Substrates were (100) 100 mm Si wafers coated with a 1.65 J.l.m cvd borosilicate 

glass (BSG) deposited on the front side. BSG was deposited by Watkins-Johnson (Scotts 

Valley, CA) at a rate of 0.8 J.l.m per minute. Nominal BSG composition was 3.3 wt. % B. 

BSG films were densified prior to metal deposition by annealing at 950°C in wet 02 for 30 

minutes followed by 20 minutes of dry N2. After deposition whole or sectioned wafers of 

each thickness were "alloyed" in forming gas either by furnace annealing (FA) in a standard 

hot wall furnace or by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in an AG Associates Heatpulse 210. 

FA cycle was 425°C for 35 minutes with a slow (20 minutes each) heat up and and cool 

down. RTA was performed at 345°C, 405°C and 472°C for 5 and 15 minutes each. RTA 

ramp up was approximately 3 seconds and cool down took about 15 seconds. Temperature 

control was about the same for both systems, == + 2°C. However the overall cycle control 

is more precisely controlled for RTA than for FA because of the fast heat up and cool down 

steps. 

Films were inspected by optical microscopy before and after annealing for a qualitative 

estimate of hillock densities. Annealing hillocks are produced by (34,35.36) diffusive creep 

principally by the large thermal expansion mismatch between Al (24x 1O-6/ 0 C) and the 

substrate Si (2.3xl0-6rC). Those results will be reported elsewhere. Higher 

magnification SEM observations showed hillocks formed during anneals, Figure 2. Also 

evident in Figure 2 are large e (A12Cu) intermetallic precipitates which produce bright 

contrast due to enhanced secondary electron emission. Thi~ contrast will be useful for the 

easy observation of e particle reactions as a result of annealing and electromigration 

testing. TEM samples were'prepared (28,37) for each of the film conditions of thickness 
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and annealing. At least 2 and typically 4 or 5 TEM foils, and several areas from each foil 

were observed for grain size and precipitate size information. From 15 to 20 micrographs 

(8" x lO") were measured for grain size by the linear intercept method. Grain sizes are the 

averages of 300 to 600 intercept lengths. Grain size distributions for several conditions 

were measured using a digitizing pad and associated computer software for easy data 

reduction. 

RESULTS: As Deposited Films 

Plan view TEM micrographs of the as deposited films are shown in Figure 3 for both 

film thicknesses. The grain morphology is relatively equiaxed, and a fine dispersion of 

second phase CuAl2 e phase particles is evident The density of e particles appears larger 

in the 0.8 Jl.m thick film than for the 0.4 Jl.m film due to the larger volume of material seen 

in transmission. The incoherent spherical e particles, approximately 200A in diameter, are 

evenly distributed at grain boundaries and in grain interiors. Figure 4 is a cross-section 

TEM micrograph (courtesy of Sandia National Labs, Albuquerque, NM) of the as 

deposited 0.8 Jl.m thick film showing the relatively even distribution of e through the film 

thickness. 

Figure 4 also shows the largely columnar grain microstructure, with a small population 

of grains pinched off at the lower interface. These small interface grains may be due to 

either competitive growth of nuclei during the early stages of mm deposition (38) or nonnal 

grain growth in the upper part of the film due to heating during deposition. This 

morphology is consistent with structural zone model (38) predictions if one assumes that the 

temperature of these films reached at least approximately 100°C (== 0.35 Tffm) during 

deposition. Average grain sizes (Table 1) are 0.10 Jl.m and 0.14 Jl.m for the 0.4 Jl.m and 

0.8 Jl.m films, respectively. Both competitive growth of grains and normal (capillary 

driven) grain growth may account for this difference. Figure 3 shows that grain "pinch 

off' occurs at least up to the film midpoint at 0.4 Jl.m. Therefore those grains incorporating 

incoming material faster and growing more rapidly will soon overwhelm the slower grains. 

The smaller grain size at the surface of the thinner film may reflect this process. However 

the thicker film will be heated by the Ar plasma and the deposition process for twice as long 

as the thinner film. Its temperature is expected to reach == 175°C as compared to == 100°C 

for the thinner film. Normal grain growth may therefore occur to a greater extent in the 0.8 

Jl.m film. 
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RESULTS: Annealed Films 

Grain growth during annealing is extensive as shown for the FA films, Figure 5. Film 

contamination by 02, H20 and N2 during deposition has been shown to prevent grain 

growth (39,40,41). Plasma Ar entrapment in the film is not expected to an appreciable 

degree for these film deposition conditions. The extensive growth here indicates that 

contamination is too low for this effect. Also shown are the elongated E> precipitates along 

grain boundaries. No remnant small as-deposited E> particles are evident. Grain growth is 

also extensive during all the anneals. Growth for the 5 minute RTA cycles is shown in 

Figures 6,7 for the 0.4 J.1m and 0.8 J.1m films, respectively. Grain sizes are larger for 

longer annealing times and higher annealing temperatures as described by thermally 

activated capillarity driven growth (42). Annealed grain size is consistently larger in the 0:8 

J.1m film than in the OAJ.1m film, for a given anneal, Table 1. Also note that grain sizes are 

several times larger than film thicknesses. Figures 8,9 show RTA grain size data for the 

0.4 J.1m and 0.8 J.1m films, respectively. No difference in kinetic behavior was observed 

between anneals at 345°C, where E> is mostly stable, and 472°C, where E> is completely 

dissolved. 

No significant population of very large "abnormal" grains was seen (43). Abnormal 

grain growth has been observed in Al thin films where second phase particles (44,45) were 

present during annealing. Grain size distribution was lognormal for as-deposited and 

annealed films, Figure 10. Abnormally large grains would appear as a significant 

population (46) at sizes approximately 10 times the mean. 

Several other observations are relevant. In-situ annealings were carried out in a high 

voltage TEM equipped with a heating stage (37). Grain growth and boundary migration 

were observed to be very jerky with a serrated type of motion. Boundaries were stationary 

until a rapid boundary or triple point migration occurred. This would in turn cause a flurry 

of accomodation motion by adjacent boundaries until a 'stable configuration' was found. 

After a quiescent period, a sudden migration would initiate another round of accomodation 

motion that would taper off as a new stable configuration was reached. 'Normal' grain 

growth was thus observed to be discontinuous, not smooth and continuous as previously 

considered. The migrations observed here are reminiscent of simulated dislocation glide 

through arrays of point obstacles. 
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RTA annealing at 345°C produced large blocky e phase at triple points which are larger 

for longer anneal times, Figure Sa. However 5 minute anneals for both film thicknesses 

left small as-deposited precipitates remaining in grain interiors, Figures 6a, 7 a. They are 

removed for the 0.4 ~m film but remain for the 0.8 ~m film after 15 minute RTA, Figure 

11. 

RTA at 405°C produced elongated grain boundary e morphology for both film 

thicknesses and anneal times, Figure 12. Some decomposition or spheriodization of the 

continuous phase into discrete particles is evident in the 0.8 ~m 15 minute film, Figure 

12b. 

RTA at 472°C similarly produced the elongated e phase for all film conditions, Figure 

13. Spheriodization of e is also evident in all films. FA at 425°C produced the same 

boundary elongated e morphology, Figure 5. 

DISCUSSION: Grain Growth 

The functional dependence of as-deposited grain size (do) on film thickness (TIl) may 

be determined by assuming 

(2), 

where c is a constant and (l indicates the order of dependence. Rearrangement of (2) for 

several thicknesses gives 

(3). 

For these data, (l = 0.50. Using these (l values gives Cl = C2 = 0.16. We can assume that 

the film temperature increases during deposition due to the heat of condensation of the 

depositing atoms and the radiation of the sputtering plasma, allowing for thermally 

activated grain growth during film formation. Therefore during steady state (constant rate) 

deposition the film thickness and grain size are determined by the deposition time. Then 

(2) reduces to 

do= c' to·S (4). 
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This is the familiar rate law for nonnal thennally activated grain growth in bulk materials 

(42), and is similar to expressions derived by simulations of growth in thin films (47,48). 

This analysis suggests that film heating and nonnal grain growth during deposition largely 

account for the as deposited grain size dependence on thickness. 

For annealed films, a similar relation is found for the RTA final grain size dependence 

on fllm thickness. Similar analysis of the data in Table 1 for the film thickness effect for 5 

and 15 minute anneals yields a value a == 0.7. Figure 14 illustrates that the fllm thickness 

effect on annealed grain sizes is accounted for when the data is plotted as [d (t) .. do] / THa 

versus t with a = 0.68. Here d (t) is the grain size after annealing for time t and do is the 

initial (as deposited) grain size. The data coalesce within experimental error to produce 

characteristic curves for grain size as a function of time for each annealing temperature, 

Figure 14. 

The annealing data may be kinetically analyzed in the same way. Assume a d(t) 

dependence on anneal time of the form 

[d (t) .. do] /TH a: (M t)~ (5). 

Here M contains the thennally activated mobility tenns (49). The kinetic rate parameter ~ 

may be determined for each anneal temperature by using (5) rearranged to give 

~ = In { [d (tt) .. do] / [d (tv" dol ) / In (tl / t2) (6). 

~ values range unsystematically from 0.08 to 0.18, which are relatively small compared to 

the theoretical value (~ = 0.5) and the results of several simulations (~ == 0.4). Several 

factors may explain this discrepancy. The fonnation of grain boundary grooves (50) by 

surface diffusion has been shown to retard grain growth. However the presence of surface 

native Al203 in these films will probably prevent appreciable surface diffusion. 

Furthennore little grooving was observed after any of the anneals. Second phase particles 

may also inhibit grain boundary motion (51.52,53). However only the RTA anneal at 345°C 

was carried out at temperatures where e are stable (with respect to dissolution) and 

therefore available to retard growth. ~ values for the 0.4 J.1m and 0.8 J.1m films annealed at 

345°C were not significantly smaller than for the other conditions. A more likely 

explanation is that grain growth has largely saturated even for the short times and low 

tem~ratures examined here. Averaged increased approximately only 10-15% during RTA 
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annealing from 5 minutes to 15 minutes. However d increased 700-1000% during the first 

5 minutes of RTA annealing. Thus grain growth saturates at or before the 5 minute RTA 

anneals studied. However the data clearly shows that final d is a function of film thickness 

and anneal temperature, and that some growth continues at a low rate (low ~ values) during 

the times used to determine these kinetics. These results are also consistent with the in-situ 

TEM observations (28,37). In those experiments the 'average' growth, which occurred by 

extrem~ly serrated or discontinuous boundary motion, continued only during heating. 

Growth and boundary motion ceased when the temperature reached the setpoint. Mullins 

(50) considered 'spasmodic' boundary motion in thin films. The evidence reviewed there 

was families of surface thermal grooves that traced the path of migrating boundaries. 

However Mullins consid~red the internal portion of the boundary to migrate continuously, 

and only the portion of the boundary near the surface moved 'spasmodically' as it was 

temporarily pinned by grooving. For the in-situ TEM observations discussed here, the 

boundary contrast was viewed in transmission so that the entire boundary was imaged as it 

moved discontinuously. No boundary bowing in the film was observed during in situ 

observations. 

Other work has shown lower than expected ~ values. McBee, in a study of Al-eu alloy 

thin films (54), determined ~ to be == 0.18. A value of ~ == 0.25 was observed in AI-Cr thin 

films (44). In fact, experiments in bulk Al consistently yield ~ values which are 

significantly lower than 0.5. In the present case however more data taken within the first 5 

minutes of annealing would better describe the rapid but normal grain growth kinetic 

behavior. 

Arrhenius analysis of the data was performed using (5) rearranged for each RTA 

temperature and time as 

(7). 

The thermally activated mobility M is assumed to be of the form 

M = M' Do exp (-L\Ea /kT) (8), 

where M' is a constant, Do is the diffusivity pre-exponent factor, ~Ea is the empirical 

activation energy for grain growth, k is Boltzman's constant, and T the absolute 

temperature. Linear regression least-squares analysis of In [ d (t) - do ] / m a versus lIT 
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for each anneal time will yield the slope = -~ Lllia / k. The data are plotted in this way in 

Figure 15. A nominal value of ~ = 0.125 is chosen in order to calculate ~Ea. The 

computed activation energies range from 0.80 ev to 1.15 ev, Table 2. These compare to 

0.75 ev activation energy for grain boundary diffusion in AI. 

It is emphasized that the kinetic parameter ~ enters directly into the empirical Arrhenius 

analysis. Proper estimation of 6Ea values can only be made when ~ values are known 

with some certainty. The variation here in Lllia may be attributed to growth saturation at the 

times and temperatures studied. The ~a for the 15 minute anneals are larger than the 5 

minute anneals by about 10% for both film thicknesses. This suggests that growth during 

the longer times is slowed down and controlled by a process other than capillary driven 

boundary motion. The growth limiting surface grooves will more likely occur at the longer 

anneal times. Also, the average two dimensional boundary curvature reduces to one 

dimensional curvature as the average grain size reaches the film thickness. This reduces the 

driving force for further growth at the longest anneal times. 

Little other data has been published for thin film grain growth for this alloy system. In a 

study of the mechanical properties of thin AI-Si films (55), isochronal anneals in the 

temperature range 250°C to 500°C were used to produce a variety of grain sizes. Analysis 

of their data without knowledge of their empirical ~ provide (~LllicJ = 0.26 ev. Their data, 

agree with the present only if their ~ is chosen to be == 0.3 - 0.4. In the study (54) of grain 

growth in AI-4% Cu films mentioned previously. ~Ea was 1.3 ev (for ~ = 0.18). in fair 

agreement with the longer 15 minute anneal data. 

In summary, the as deposited grain size dependence on film thickness (or deposition 

time) for these conditions is described by the equation 

do = c TH 0.5. 

Grain growth during annealing by RTA is described by the equation 

d (t) - do = C mo·7 t exp (_Llliafk1)l/8, 

where ~Ea = 0.85 ev for 0.4 J.1m films and Lllia = 1.1 ev for 0.8 J.1m films. 
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Interestingly, furnace annealing of both films (425°C for 35 minutes) produced a 

comparable or smaller grain size than for RTA at 405°C for 15 minutes, Table 1. 

Temperature control was equally good for FA and RTA. Temperature control is usually a 

problem for lamp heated RTA processing at these low temperatures. (RTA was designed 

for processing from 600°C to 1300°C.) However the RTA temperature was controlled by 

an in-situ thermocouple adjacent to the film substrate to ensure accuracy. The larger d for 

RTA than for FA, for comparable anneal temperatures, is attributed to the effects of the 

very fast RTA ramp up. The heating rate for RTA is about 120°C/second while for FA it is 

about 0.3 to 0.5°C/second. Large stresses build up in the film due to the large difference 

in thermal expansion coefficients between AI, 24xl0-6rC, and the substrate Si, 2.3xl0-6 

rC). They may not be relaxed while growth occurs during the very rapid heat up during 

. RTA. Slow heat up during FA may allow for stress relaxation and lower stresses during 

grain growth. Alternately the large stresses during RTA may induce large numbers of 

defects (dislocations, etc.,) which enhance boundary mobility. However, no work has 

been reported which shows a stress effect on defect density or grain growth in thin films. 

The data (Table 1) show that for RTA the final grain size increase is relatively small 

between 5 and 15 minutes. Film thickness has a much larger effect on grain size. This 

. suggests that most of the grain growth occurS rapidly during the initial period of annealing. 

The slow ramp up during FA may allow for some grain boundary grooving and growth 

retardation. This is also consistent with the in-situ observations (37) where most of the 

growth occurred during film heating. 

These results show that RTA processing is also the more efficient process for producing 

large grained interconnects. Large grained conductors have been shown to increase 

~electromigration lifetimes (18,19,20,45>. RTA has other significant implications for 

integrated circuit processing. It is always desirable to reduce the total thermal exposure of 

devices during fabrication. Prolonged high temperature treatments after metal depositions, 

such as during FA, have been shown to enhance shallow junction spiking (56,57) and 

hillock induced short circuits (58). RTA cycles are relatively short, from 1 to 5 minutes. In 

addition, RTA processing has been shown to reduce hillock failures and metal-silicon 

contact degradation (59). Thus RTA annealing has advantages for interconnect 

microstructure control, device yield during fabrication, accurate process control and device 

reliability. 
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DISCUSSION: Precipitate Reactions 

As-deposited a morphology rapidly evolves during annealing to produce either the 

blocky triple point a or elongated boundary a, Figure 16. From the lever rule and the 

phase diagram, Figure 1, annealing at 345°C occurs with 65% of the a volume fraction 

stable and undissolved. It is evident that a coarsening by an Ostwald mechanism produces 

the blocky a. However the classical Ostwald process is here modified by several factors. 

Triple point a resides along high diffusivity boundaries. Also the extensive grain growth 

during annealing suggests that many of the as-deposited e particles are swept by migrating 

boundaries. The coarsening process will be more thoroughly described in the following 

section. However the basic driving force for coarsening will be briefly reviewed here. The 

average chemical potential ~ of materi°al in a (spherical) second phase particle of initial 

radius Ii is described by the Gibbs-Thomson equation (60,61) 

(9), 

where JJo is the 'bulk' chemical potential apart from surface effects, n is the atomic 

volume, and r is the interfacial energy. It can be assumed that r, ~ and JJo are isotropic 

and r is independent of chemical composition and particle size. (This is often not true for 

small particles coherent with the matrix.) The Gibbs-Thomson equation shows that small 

particles have 'excess' potential compared with larger ones. The blocky coarsened e may 

be approximated by spheres of average radius re, where re == 3000A = 20 rit Figure 16a. 

The average chemical potential of this a morphology may be reduced by an amount .1~ = 

~f - ~i due to coarsening from size Ii to size re, 

~J.L = J.Lf - ~i = JJo + 2r n / re - JJo - 2r n / Ii 

~~ = 2rn /ri {1/20 - I} 

~~ = -0.95 { 2r n / ri }. 

Approximately all of the size dependent 'excess' free energy of the as-deposited e is 

expended during coarsening. The driving force, i.e., the remaining excess potential (1-

.1~), for further coarsening is low, only 5 % of the initial, after RTA at 345°C for 15 

minutes for the 0.4 ~m film. The micrograph in Figure 16a shows the saturated-coarsened 

a morphology. The 0.8 ~m film however shows a significant population of small as-
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deposited 9 particles remaining in grain interiors even after 15 minutes at 345°C, Figure 

11 b. This suggests a film thickness effect on the relative rate of 9 coarsening. However 

this may be more directly explained as a grain size effect. The 0.8 J.1m film has a larger 

average grain size than the 0.4 J.1m film for equivalent anneals, Table 1. During annealing 

at 345°C 9 coarsening and AI grain growth occur simultaneously. 9 particles may inhibit 

boundary motion and growth (51,52,53) as a migrating boundary impinges upon .them. 

However they will also coarsen rapidly since they lie along the high diffusivity boundaries. 

Continued boundary motion will occur as the 9 particles dissolve. The 9 precipitates in 

grain interiors may also rapidly dissolve if they are close enough boundaries. Those 9 
particles in the centers of the largest grains will however be kinetically isolated by relatively 

slow matrix diffusion from the primary coarsening process. Thus a greater number of 

kinetically isolated 9 particles will be remaining in the larger grains found in' the thicker 0.8 

J.1m film. 

Approximately only 15% of the volume fraction of 9 (at equilibrium) is stable and 

undissolved during 405°C annealing. Figure 1. For annealing at 425°C and above all 9 is 

dissolved. Observations during in-situ annealing experiments in a high voltage 
I 

transmission electron microscope (37) confirm this and justify the use of the equilibrium 

phase diagram for the interpretation of these results. Therefore the 9 morphology observed 

after anneals at 405°C and above are due to reprecipitation during cooling into the two 

phase region (9 and Al solid solution) of the phase diagram. The common 9 morphology 

in these films suggests that 9 forms by heterogeneous nucleation and growth along 

boundaries. This process has been described in detail previously (62). 

In one previous study, electromigration effects under a pulsed high current density were 

observed during in-situ TEM microscopy (30,31,63). Unusual 'star shaped' 9 precipitates 

centered at grain triple points were seen after a period of testing. Their morphology was 

not understood or explained by the authors. Their formation can now be explained. Initial 

9 shape was blocky at triple points. The high current density during in situ testing caused 

resistive heating of approximately 150°C, sufficient to induce some 9 dissolution. This 

occurred more rapidly along boundaries and along the matrix adjacent to them. However 

during the power off cycle the temperature dropped, inducing 9 reformation at the 

boundaries. This lowered temperature also prevented the complete reformation of the 

blocky shape. Since dissolution by bulk diffusion would be slower, 9 material not along 

boundaries, i.e., in the direction of the grain centers, would be remaining the longest. 
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Therefore, after a period of pulse testing, e protrusions would lie along boundaries and 

also point into grain centers, giving a 'star shaped' appearance. 

Possible effects of e morphology on film reliability and etch ability were described 

above. To date no work has been performed which isolates any e morphological effect. 

However the results and analysis here for the Al-2% Cu films may be extrapolated for other 

composition films.. AI-4% Cu films are widely used in industry. Typical metallization 

"alloy" anneal cycles are 425°C for 30 minutes in forming gas. For this anneal a 4% Cu 

film would be expected to produce the blocky e phase by coarsening, Figure I, since this 

temperature is deep within the two phase region of the phase diagram. Therefore a study 

which compares lifetimes between 2% Cu and 4% Cu films after 425°C anneals would be 

testing fIlms' that have significantly different microstructures. The 2% Cu film will have the 

elongated boundary e microstructure and the 4% Cu fIlm will be e coarsened. It would be 

difficult to distinguish between the effects of Cu content (Le., e volume fraction) and E> 
morphology. Presently it is difficult to speculate on the magnitude of such effects. It is 

also reasonable to expect that elongated e phase will be easier to etch than blocky E>. Most 

important however is the understanding of processing and annealing control on 

microstructure for the design of improved metallizations systems. 

PART IB: MICROSTRUCTURE EVOLUTION IN AI-BASED THIN 

FILMS: PRECIPITATE COARSENING 

INTRODUCTION 

As described above Al-Cu alloys dramatically increase electromigration lifetimes over Al 

or AI-Si alloys (1). There are at least several models (2,26,27,64) that describe this lifetime 

enhancement, however all typically employ Cu segregation at Al grain boundaries. These 

models suggest in several ways that Cu grain boundary segregation leads to decreased Al 

grain boundary diffusion, reduction of net electromigration mass flux, and electromigration 

lifetime enhancement. Other thin fIlm effects attributed to Cu grain boundary segregation 

and reduced Al boundary diffusion include the reduction of thermal stress induced hillock 

formation (58,65), increased stress migration lifetimes (25), and the reduction of Ti-AI 

interfacial interdiffusion and reactions (66). However Cu has been shown to be extremely 

mobile during electromigration tests conducted at 220°C to 270°C. In one study (27) local 

Cu redistribution during electromigration was measured and electromigration open circuit 

failure was attributed to local Cu depletion. In another study (33) Cu was shown to 
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preferentially electromigrate leaving depleted regions near the negative conductor terminal 

and Cu accumulation at the positive conductor terminal. 

The dependence of e reactions and morphology on annealing conditions was described 

in the previous section. However, most accelerated electromigration testing and all actual 

device operation occur at temperatures below 345°C where the coarsening process was 

shown to predominate. The present work was undertaken in order to characterize the e 
phase coarsening process during lower temperature annealing, to study coarsening during 

accelerated electromigration testing, and to study the implications of Cu mobility and 

precipitate reactions on models for electromigration failure processes. The results will be 

compared to results of previous work by others (27) and discussed in terms of 

electromigration-induced solute migration. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

AI-2% Cu thin films 0.5 J,lm thick were magnetron sputter deposited onto 450A of 

thermal oxide grown on (100) 100mm Si substrate wafers in the same system (MTI) used 

for specimens in the previous section. Base pressures were in all cases less than 2xlO-5 

mTorr. Sputtering was done onto unheated substrates without applied substrate bias. 

Films for e phase and Al grain size TEM investigations were obtained from wafer sections 

and were heat treated in a forming gas ambient in a hot wall furnace for up to 40 minutes at 

310°C. Disks 3 mm in diameter were cut from wafer sections for TEM sample 

preparation. Removal of the Si substrate was by standard TEM foil preparation methods. 

Final sample thinning was by Ar ion milling. Al grain size, grain size distributions and 

coarsening e phase sizes, both within grains and at triple points, were measured from 

several TEM micrographs each from at least two TEM foils for each film condition. 

Intercept lengths were measured using a digitizing pad connected to a PC running custom 

software for data retrieval and analysis. Coarsened precipitate size was calculated as the 

average of two orthogonal length measurements chosen in random directions for each 

particle. 

Secondary electron (SE) and backscattered (BE) electron images and energy dispersive 

x-ray (EDS) mapping of Cu were conducted in an SEM. These techniques were useful for 

qualitatively identifying e coarsening precipitates. 
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RESULTS 

As deposited AI-2% Cu 0.5 J.l.m thick films show relatively small Al grains ( .... 0.13 J.l.m) 

in the plane of the film and a uniform distribution of small e precipitates. e particles are 

seen at grain interiors and at grain boundaries. Average as deposited e particle size is 

2ooA. These results are similar to those for the 0.4 J.l.m and 0.8 J.l.m films described in the 

previous section, Figure 2. Cross section TEM microscopy of the previous films, Figure 

4, showed that Al grain structure is essentially columnar, and that e phase is distributed 

relatively uniformly through the film thickness, with only weak particle depletion near ftlm 

surface. 

Annealing for 5 minutes at 310°C shows Al grain growth and the initiation of precipitate' 

coarsening at grain triple points, Figure 17 . Average size <:r> of growing particles at triple 

points is 900A. Annealing at 310°C for 40 minutes produces near completion of the 

coarsening process, Figure 18. Blocky triple point precipitate size is now == 2000A. The 

grain growth and coarsening data are summarized in Table III. Note that in-grain 

precipitates saturate coarsening at 20 minute annealing, but the average blocky precipitate 

size continues to increase. Secondary electron and backscattered electron images 

corresponding to 5 and 40 minute anneals, Figures 19 and 20, respectively, clearly show 

enhanced electron emission and contrast from coarsened precipitates which are at or near 

the film surface. Coarsened e triple point phase size as a function of annealing time at 

310°C shows slowing growth rate after 40 minute anneals, Figure 21. The rate of 

coarsening varies between tl13 and t 1/4 as shown in a In (<:r» versus In (t) plot, Figure 22. 

DISCUSSION 

The kinetics of coarsening of second phase particles controlled by bulk solute diffusion 

at constant precipitate volume fraction are well known (67,68) to show t1l3 dependence of 

average particle size. The rate is modified to t1l4 dependence when grain boundary 

diffusion controls coarsening of particles lying along boundaries (69). In the present case 

coarsening is assumed to occur in a mixed mode. That is, particles at grain triple points 

grow at the expense of particles along and near to boundaries. In addition, many of the as 

deposited e precipitates located in grain interiors may have been met by migrating 

boundaries during Al grain growth. This would have impinged on grain growth but would 

allow for the rapid precipitate dissolution along the intersecting boundary. Boundary 

motion and grain growth may then locally resume upon complete particle dissolution. This 
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process would initially enhance the precipitate coarsening rate, especially for small initial 

grain sizes, but the effect would decrease as matrix grain growth saturates. The coarsening 

rate shown, with a rate dependence of between t1/3 and t1l4 but gradually decreasing with 

prolonged annealing, agrees qualitatively with theory when the effects of concurrent grain 

growth are considered. 

Previously reported e morphology changes (27), produced during electromigration 

testing at 265°C for 128 hours, are similar to those for annealing at 310°C, Figures 19, 

20. There it was asserted that the "local Cu 'redistribution' is due to Cu electromigration." 

It is shown here that this 'redistribution' is reproduced solely by annealing and is simply 
I 

precipitate coarsening. Figure 2a in that reference (x-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy of 

Cu in the film) is identical to Figure 19b here, which suggests a similar fine uniform 

dispersion of Cu rich precipitates in their film prior to testing. These e phase distributions 

are shown to be unstable with respect to coarsening during moderate temperature anneals. 

Their after-testing Cu distribution (in their Figure 2b) is identical to Figure 20b here and 

shows the blocky or coarsened e morphology. Cu migration may be enhanced by the 

electromigration force, as will be described below. However the 'redistribution' 

previously attributed to electromigration is primarily due to the coarsening process at 

elevated temperatures. 

The process of 2nd phase coarsening is due to solute flux from small (shrinking) 

precipitates to larger (growing) precipitates. This mass flux is driven by the particle size 

dependent concentration of solute adjacent to the precipitates. The coarsening mechanism 

is briefly reviewed here. The size dependent chemical potential (free energy per atom) of 

the precipitate phase is described by the Gibbs-Thomson relation 

J..l(r) - J..lo = + 2rn / r (9), 

where the variables are as defined earlier. Using the schematic free energy-composition 

diagram for the AI-Cu system, Figure 23, the method of common tangents (60) for the 

minimum energy configuration of phases yields the composition of matrix adjacent to 

precipitates of size r. It is shown that smaller precipitates have at local equilibrium an 

enriched solute composition in the adjacent matrix as compared to larger particles. This 

concentration gradient leads to solute diffusion from smaller precipitates to larger ones, 

causing shrinkage in the former and growth of the latter. 
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Electromigration may enhance the coarsening process in at least one significant way. 

Since Cu electromigrates faster than AI, an AI-Cu test stripe under elevated temperature 

testing will tend to deplete Cu from the negative terminal, and build up eu at the positive 

tenninal. Assume that the initial precipitate configuration was one of a uniform distribution 

of already coarsened particles, such as produced by pre-test annealing. In the region of Cu 

depletion precipitates will tend to dissolve (and shrink) in order to resupply the surrounding 

matrix with solute as it electromigrates away. As they shrink the equilibrium solute 

concentration increases as described by Gibbs-Thompson (equation 9), accelerating their 

shrinkage. Assuming a steady state Cu e1ectromigration flux away from the particles and a 

diffusivity independent of Cu concentration, the solute concentration rises in their 

surrounding. Correspondingly, at the solute accumulation tenninal precipitates incorporate 

the arriving solute by growth in order to maintain the equilibrium solute concentration. 

Therefore the characteristic interaction-diffusion distance for the coarsening process is 

extended when the solute electromigrates faster than the solvent. In effect the coarsening 

occurs on a scale determined by the length of the line. In addition, this extended and 

electromigration-accelerated coarsening is in a sense solute diffusion down the 

concentration gradient. At the depletion end the shrinking precipitates increase their 

surrounding solute concentration to be greater than near the growing particles at the 

accumulation end. Figure 24 illustrates this process. Thus net Cu migration down the test 

line will be faster and greater than if attributed to the effects of the electromigration driving 

force alone. 

The above discussion assumed that the solute electromigration flux remains constant. 

Since the coarsening process leads to the development of a solute concentration gradient, 

this assumption is unrealistic. A better assumption is that the electromigration force on the 

solute is constant and independent of concentration. (With a constant solute concentration, 

this also provides a constant solute flux, as above.) However, as coarsening develops the 

(local) solute concentration gradients, the constant force and the increasing solute gradient 

lead to an increasing solute flux. Thus this more realistic case similarly explains the 

enhanced solute flux due to the combination .of electromigrati.on and coarsening. 

Finally, since precipitate microstructures are shown to evolve during moderate 

temperature cycles, wafer scale reliability testing (70) must be exercised with care. Circuits 

that receive thermal cycling as adjacent circuits undergo testing may not be representative 

candidates for subsequent probing. Single test circuits or wafer sections should be testing 

individually in order to prevent inadvertent microstructural changes in untested circuits. 
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However, no studies to date have been conducted which show clear differences in 

reliability lifetime due to such effects. 

CONCLUSIONS: Grain Growth, Precipitate Reactions and Coarsening 

Characterization of the microstructural evolution of AI-2% Cu thin films during 

deposition and annealing leads to the following conclusions. 

1) The as deposited and annealed grains are largely columnar. As deposited films show a 

population of small grains at the lower interface due to competitive growth during film 

formation. 

2) The film thickness dependence on as deposited grain size is given by 

do = c TH 0.5. 

3) Grain growth during RTA annealing between 345°C and 472°C is given by 

d (t) - do = C THO.7 t exp (_LllialkT)l/8, 

where ~Ea = 0.85 ev for 0.4 IJ.m films and Lllia = 1.1 ev for 0.8 IJ.m films. 

4) No abnormal growth was found. Lognormal grain size distributions were found for as 

deposited and annealed films. 

5) Approximately 90% of grain growth occurs during the initial 5 minutes of RTA anneal 

cycles between 345°C and 472°C. Growth is saturated for RTA cycles longer than 5 

minutes at these temperatures. 

6) Growth occurs to a greater extent during RTA cycles than for FA cycles for comparable 

annealing temperatures, making RTA processing a more efficient process for grain size 

control. 

7) As deposited e phases are small (=150-200A) and relatively evenly distributed through 

film thickness, along boundaries and in grain interiors. 

8) e coarsening during RTA at 345°C and below produced blocky precipitates at triple 

points. 

9) Annealing by RTA and FA at 405°C and above produced e dissolution, with 

subsequent heterogeneous reprecipitation of elongated e phases along boundaries on 

cooling. 
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10) e reactions can be generalized as coarsening at anneal temperatures where most of the 

e volume fraction is stable, and e dissolution and reprecipitation at higher temperatures. 

This can be extended to other AI-Cu film compositions. 

11) The rate of e coarsening at 310°C, detennined by boundary diffusion, is given by 

<r(t» = CIt t 1/3 -1/4. 

12) Star shaped e phases are explained as due to e dissolution and reformation along 

boundaries during pulsed high current density electromigration testing. 

13) Previously described 'Cu redistributions due to electromigration" are correctly 

explained as primarily due to e coarsenmg during the elevated temperature testing. 
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PART II: ELECTROMIGRA TION TESTING AND LIFETIMES OF AL 
AND AI-Cu INTERCONNECTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Electromigration-induced interconnect failures occur as a result of high current 

densities and elevated temperatures. Test circuits usually have flat or planar substrates. 

Actual devices have complicated surface topologies as interconnects climb other features 

and reach down into contacts and vias. Contacts are defined as interlayer connections 

between metal conductors and the substrate silicon, and vias are metal-metal contacts 

between different metallization layers. Failures in actual circuits often occur at these 

topological features because the conductor microstructure can be altered and locally non

homogeneous in several ways. Grain growth can be limited by the surface steps at contacts 

and vias (71). The small grains at the these steps may increase the electromigration mass 

flux. Another serious topological interconnect issue is due to the metallization sputter 

deposition process. The line-of-sight trajectory of material during deposition from a wide 

angle sputter target will produce a cusp at the top comer of a contact, Figure 25. This cusp 

shadows the contact vertical sidewalls of the patterned dielectric from the sputtered mass 

flux. This effect is more pronounced for higher aspect ratio (depth/width) contacts and 

vias, as in advanced VLSI devices. The resulting increased current density in the thinned 

areas leads .to early electromigration failures. One approach used to reduce the shadowing 

is to taper the sidewalls at a less severe angle, Figure 25b. While this approach produces a 

more uniform interconnect thickness it uses a greater area for each contact. (For circular 

contacts a 60° taper will increase the area per contact 4.6 times that of vertical sidewalls.) 

When there are several million contacts per circuit this more reliable design significantly 

decreases chip speed, limits overall system performance and under-utilizes valuable silicon 

wafer 'real estate'. This illustrates one way in which more reliable interconnect materials 

allow for more compact circuit designs and therefore have great leverage in optimizing 

circuit efficiency. 

Sputter depositions done at high temperatures (350°C to 500°C) and high applied DC 

or RF bias (-100 to -500 volts) increase the surface mobility of metal ions (38) that have not 

yet been incorporated into the film. Since this ad':'atom mobility is thermally activated, 

increased temperature and ion impact energy lead to longer surface diffusion distances, 

large grain sizes and the rounding of sharp geometries in the film topology. Figure 26 

illustrates how such conditions can effectively 'planarize' the underlying topology to 
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produce unifonn filling of contacts and vias and an optimally flat top surface. The effects 

of such deposition conditions on mm microstructure and reliability are unclear and are the 

central point of study in a related work (72,73). However the results of a small matrix of 

experiments designed to test the planarizing effects will be reported below. 

Another approach to allow for more compact yet reliable metallizations is multilayer 

interconnect schemes which use refractory metal layers above and below the Al layer. 

Underlayers of W (74,75), Ti (76), Ti-N (22,77) and Ti-W (78) effectively increase open 

circuit lifetimes and serve as convenient barriers to contact Si-Al interdiffusion. These 

materials have high resistivities but are very insensitive to electromigration-induced flux 

and failure. As voids are created in the AI, current is shunted into the refractory layerr 

maintaining interconnect continuity. However the increase in resistivity may be as high as 

50% or more. In service an interconnect resistance increase of 5-10% may be enough to 

cause circuit failure. These resistance criterion failures may be reached earlier for the 

multilayer structures than for an open circuit in single layer Al interconnects (77). In 

addition, short circuit intra- and inter-level failures in multilevel structures, caused by 

whiskers and hillocks, can occur before either open circuit or resistance criterion failures 

(74). Therefore promising multilayer structures may not resolve the reliability concerns for 

many device designs. 

Interconnect materials are not usually lifetime tested on actual devices under nonnal 

service conditions. (Such tests are done, however, as routine High Temperature Operating 

Life 'HTOL' tests for obvious quality monitors.) Results from these tests would appear 

only after years in well designed circuits. Devices are usually expected to perform for 10 

years. Electromigration testing is therefore 'accelerated' by elevated temperatures (175°C 

to 275°C) and current densities (1.0-5.Oxl06 Ncm2). Custom circuits with no underlying 

topology are used as test vehicles. Actual service performance is then predicted from test 

results by using empirically derived models for a particular device and interconnect 

material. Figure 27 shows a schematic of a typical single line test. stripe with connecting 

pads for current I/O and voltage sensing. 

Electromigration failures were discovered in early discrete circuit devices (11) prior to 

the fabrication of more complex circuits which now monolithically 'integrate' many 

complex functions on a single device. Widespread failures in the first commercial devices 

in the mid-sixties were cause for great concern. However concurrently research was being 

done on current-induced mass flux in bulk materials (79,80) which was directly applied to 
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the engineering problem in circuits. The first empirical models for interconnect lifetimes as 

a function of the applied testing conditions have also been the longest lived. It was shown 

that failure times for an array of identical samples are lognormally distributed (81). The 

median time for failure (MTF) was empirically shown by Black (10) to be of the form 

MTF = c / JY exp (&:flkT) (10), 

where c is a constant dependent on conductor material and microstructure, j is the applied 

average current density, 1 is the current' acceleration' power, &:f is the activation energy 

for the failure process, k is Boltzman's constant, and T is the absolute temperature. A 

more recent model by Shatzkes-Lloyd (82) ("S-LIt) proposes a relation of the form 

MTF = c' T2 / j'Y exp (&:flkT) (11). 

They show that their model fits much of the available data equally well but has the 

advantage of being the result of a detailed electromigration diffusion analysis. C and c' 

have been shown to depend on grain size, grain size distribution, conductor line width and 

crystallographic texture. The current acceleration factor 1 has been measured to be between 

== 1 - 7, however 'ideal' tests where joule heating and temperature gradients are minimized 

usu:¥ly give 1= 2. Extremely high current densities normally lead to the conditions which 

give high 1 values. The important issue here is that the failure mechanism may change in 

tests with too high current densities. Significant conductor joule heating can lead to large 

temperature gradients at the junction of the test stripe and the connecting pad. This will 

lead to vacancy concentration gradients and fluxes (the Soret effect) which can often 

produce non-typical failures at these sites. Figure 28 is an example of a temperature 

gradient-induced open circuit at the conductor-pad junction. Current density in this case 

was 4.8xl()6 Ncm2. Thin oxide underlayers, topside passivation layers and lower current 

densities reduce the Soret diffusion and the tendency for failure modes which are non

representative of typical electromigration conditions. 

The activation energy &:f has been measured in the range 0.5 to 0.9 ev for AI-based 

interconnects. Since this is approximately half of the activation energy for bulk Al 

diffusion (1.48 ev) the diffusion process responsible for electro migration failures is 

assumed to be alon~ grain boundaries. Another variation of the Black model uses an 

activation energy which is dependent on the current density 
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(12), 

where ~Eb is the bulk diffusion activation energy at j = O. This has been shown to fit 

some data well, but there are usually large uncertainties in the factors comprising c and c', 

and in 'Y. Therefore fitting data to a particular model equation may not be a useful task for 

device lifetime prediction or for understanding of the failure process. 

Lifetime data typically comes from tests at constant current ("C-I") and constant 

temperature (70) on single lines, Figure 27. Other test schemes use extremely high current 

densities in order to gather data. Some examples are SWEAT (83), TEARS (84), and 

TRACE (85). These are not expected to be useful for fundamental studies since high joule 

heating produces temperature gradient-Soret effect failures. Further, varying the 

temperature during testing seriously complicates activation energy analysis. While C-I 

testing may be the simplest and most accurate method of testing, it is inherently inefficient 

and expensive due to the lognormal distribution in failure times. Data from at least 15-20 

lines are required to estimate the median (and standard deviation) with confidence. 

Therefore many individual power supplies and probe stations are required to produce data 

within a reasonable time, especially if lifetimes reach 1000 hours. But more importantly 

for analysis, failure sites are destroyed by C-I testing. The output potential of the C-I 

power supply climbs as the resistance increases in the conductor due to voiding, reaching 

extremely high values as ~e circuit fails by open circuit. The high field at the failure sites 

will often produce a catastrophic discharge which obliterates the local features. Figure 29 

shows a blasted open circuit after this testing. C-I testing is used to ensure that the average 

applied current density is accurately controlled so that models such as (10) and (11) may be 

used. However since voids increase the current density in the remaining line cross-section, 

the constant current density condition breaks down locally. There is no experimental 

technique available that can overcome these local non-uniformities. Resistance change, 

assumed to be due to void growth, can be used to monitor damage and to redu'ce the 

applied current. Unfortunately this also reduces the current density in unvoided areas. A 

further complication is that there is no method that can distinguish resistance changes due to 

several small voids from that due to one large void. 

Constant voltage ("C_ V") testing (86) of arrays of parallel lines has been proposed as 

an efficient test technique. The C-V technique is used for almost all of the results reported 

here. It can be shown that this testing condition is practically equivalent to the standard C-I 

method. The most significant advantage of C-V testing however is for microstructural 
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failure analysis. The failure site morphology is preserved since a catastrophic arc at open 

circuit is prevented. Figure 30 shows an open circuit site in detail in a pure Al parallel line 

array (PLA) conductor. Note the detail evident along the failure faces. The total resistance 

(RT)in a parallel array ofN identical conductors each with resistance Ri is RT = Rj I N. At 

C-V the applied current (I) will be chosen to produce the desired current density and is 

given by I = Y!RT = N V I Ri. With the power supply under C-V control the variation in 

applied current will be detennined by the variation of Ri or N during testing. Single layer 

long AI, AI-Si and AI-Cu interconnects show very little resistance change during testing 

until open circuit. This is especially true for narrow conductors with small width/grain size 

(WId) ratios. Calculated and measured ~R values will be presented later. Occasionally 

one conductor in a 25 or 50 line parallel line array (PLA) will show a large increase in 

resistance for several minutes prior to open circuit. During this time the current density in 

the entire remaining array will be somewhat lower that the setpoint target. This condition 

ends as the 'drifting' conductor open circuits and removes itself from the PLA. This 

resistance drift can be 20% in the single line, and its magnitude in relation to the rest of the 

array depends on the number of lines remaining. If all 50 lines are present, then a 20% R 

drift reduces the applied current by 0.2%. If 10 lines remain the effect on the PLA is 2%, 

and it is 20% if the drifting conductor is the last survivor in the array. This was rarely the 

case. This error is negligible compared to the typicalline-to-line variation in width and 

thickness. Thus for the interconnect materials studied here the applied C-V condition in 

PLA structures is equivalent to C-I single line tests. When an open circuit does occur N ->. 
N-I and I drops by an mount V!Ri. The current monitor output signal of the power supply 

can be directly plotted by a strip chart recorder. The trace of current drop steps provides 

the time distribution of failure events, Figure 31. One high resolution power supply can 

power a 50 line PLA structure very efficiently. 

Healing events are also observed during C-V PLA testing (86). Often the failures 

consist of very narrow and sharp voids, Figure 32. Since test V is on the order of several 

volts, the field across the 0.1 J.1m wide void can be 2xlOS V/cm or greater. Therefore either 

field-assisted diffusion or capillary driven rounding of the void may allow 'reconnection' 

and healing. Similarly healing events have been reported in passivated interconnects under 

C-I testing (32) but where the power supplies were voltage limited. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

All conductor fIlms were sputter deposited onto (100) 100 mm Si substrates thennally 

oxidized to == 450A SiQz thickness. Pure AI fIlms 0.5 J.1m thick were deposited at the 

Stanford University Center for Integrated Systems (CIS) in a batch sputter deposition 

system. Wafers were unheated, and system base pressure was 6.7xlO-8 mB. Target 

power was 8 kwatts, and deposition pressure was 8x10-3 mB. AI-2% Cu (all 

compositions are by weight) 0.5 J.1m thick'films were deposited at MTI (San Jose, CA) 

under conditions described in Part I. Another set of AI-2% Cu 0.5 J.1m thick fIlms was 

deposited by MRC (Orangeburg, NY) under several conditions. There sputter 

temperatures were 30°C (ambient-unheated) or 450°C, and sputter RF bias was 0 volts or 

-450 volts. The 450°C -450 V deposition produces a 'planarized' film as described earlier. 

Each film type was furnace annealed (FA) at 425°C for 30 minutes in fonning gas. 

Several pure Al films were rapid thennally annealed (RTA) in an AG Associates 210 

Heatpulse at 300°C, 350°C, 400°C and 450°C for 10 minutes, also in fonning gas. The 

PLA test circuits were designed and produced in the UC Microelectronics Facility. The 50 

line "PLA" and a second generation 25 line "PLAb" circuits are shown in Figures 33 and 

34, respectively. The PLA line lengths are 1000 J.1m. Line widths (W) as drawn on the 

mask are 1.0 J.1m, 2.0 J.1m, 4.0 J.1m, 6.0 J.1m and 10.0 J.1m. Interline spacing was 4 x W. 

Isolated stripes 2.x W were interspersed with the tested lines. These were helpful as 

microstructure controls and for separating the effects of processing from those produced 

byelectromigration. The 25 line PLAb circuit line length is 1500 J.1m. Mask W's are 1.0 

J.1m, 2.0 J.1m, 4.0 J.1m and 6.0 J.1m. Interline spaces are 6 x Wand also contain isolated 

stripes 2 x W. PLAb also has separate V pads for easier probe tip alignment. The heat 

dissipated by the lines during testing may significantly increase the line temperature. 

Width-ta-width variations in power density dissipation can be eliminated if the interline 

spacing is made a constant multiple of W. Appendix A shows that in this case the 

dissipated power density is independent of W. 

Hunt 'Waycoat 235' positive photoresist was used for lithographic exposure. HMOS 

exposure treatment was used to promote resist adhesion, and a 10 minute 110°C post-spin 

bake increased resist hardness. A GCA 10: 1 stepper was used for pattern exposure. 

Plasma etching of circuits was carried out at Stanford CIS for the pure Al and MRC films, 

and at Philips Research Laboratory-Signetics, Sunnyvale, CA, for the MTI films. 

Individual test die were sectioned from the wafer prior to testing in order to prevent 

inadvertent annealing in lines while adjacent circuits were powered. Final conductor W's . 
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were measured in an SEM prior to testing, and were used to accurately determine the 

applied current density. 

Electronic test equipment consisted of 2 modified Keithley model 228A power 

supplies. These can operate as constant 1 or V sources. Wafer probing was done on an 

Alessi 2100 manual probe station with a hot chuck capable of reaching 300°C. Manual 

micromanipulators with 2.0 Ilm tungsten tips were used for contacting circuit pads. The 

228A current monitor output uses an analog 0-1 volt signal which is proportional to the 0-

full scale 1 output. This was convenient for 1 monitoring and was directly connected to a 

dual channel strip chart recorder for 1 drop failure time tracing. The two power supplies 

and the dual recorder allowed two tests to be run simultaneously, usually on separate 

circuits on the same die. 

Test temperatures were in the range 175°C to 275°C and current densities were from 

7xlOS to about 2.5xl()6 Ncm2. Temperatures at silicon surface without current flow were 

calibrated with an external thermocouple. Actual conductor temperature during current 

flow was estimated to be no greater than about lOoC above the hot chuck temperature. 

Conductor resistance was monitored as the current was increased to the test value. 

Typically only about 2% resistance increase was seen at the current setpoint, Figure 35. 

Assuming a flat temperature profile along the conductor the current-induced resistance 

increase R (I) is given by 

(13), 

where Ro is the resistance at low or zero current at temperature To, (ltcr is the temperature 

coefficient of resistance, and ~ T = T (I) - To is the difference between temperatures at 1 and 

at 1 = 0 (or of the hot chuck). Tabulated values for (ltcr in this temperature range are 

4.29xlO-3 rc. The measured value is (ltcr = 4.27 xlO-3 rc. ~T can be estimated by 

~T = R (I) - Rol CXtcr Ro = ( lI(lter )~R I Ro (14). 

Typically values for ~R I Ro were less than 0.02. Thus ~ T was estimated to be less than 

5°C. 
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Conductor grain sizes were obtained from TEM micrographs described in Part I. FIB 

secondary electron imaging (87), to be described in greater detail in Part III, also allowed 

quick estimates ofgrain size. 

RESULTS: Pure Al 

Electromigration lifetime data from 50 line PLA structures were taken from 200°C to 

. 250°C withj = 0.75 - 1.3xI()6 Ncm2• W varied from 2.0 to 6.0 J.1m. Results are listed in 

Table 4. A cumulative failure probability plot versus In tf (where tf = failure times) for a 

typical test, Figure 36, shows that the failure times are approximately lognormally 

distributed. The median failure time (MTF) is used for comparison with other test and 

sample conditions. Figures 37-39 show the variation of MTF with current density and W 

at 200°C, 225°C and 250°C, respectively. Note that the 225°C data for 2 J.1m and 4 J.1m 

lines are comparable and appear to overlap, in contrast to the behavior at 200°C and 

250°C. The data at 225°C for 2-4 J.1m lines are assumed to be uncertain, probably due to 

a poorly controlled temperature or current. (Intermittent problems in the power supply 

were corrected when they were detected.) The 200°C and 250°C data appear more 

consistent. 

The Al MTF data have been analyzed to test for the empirical dependence of MTF on 

W, 'Y and ~Ef, using equations (lO) and (11). Prior to analysis the current density values 

were adjusted to account for circuit-to-circuit variations in cross-section as follows. For 

each circuit in a series of tests at a given T and W, resistance (Ri) was measured at a 

constant low current level. After the completion of the test series each nominal current 

density was 'corrected' by a factor (Ri/Ro). Here Ro is the resistance of one circuit in the 

series chosen to be the 'control'. The data in Table 4 are the corrected values of j. This 

correction procedure clears up some obvious problems in the raw 225°C data. Prior to 

correction, the 2 J.1m MTF at 1.3xI()6 Ncm2 (2.94 hours) is longer than at 1. 13x lO6 Ncm2 

(2.68 hours). After correction, the ordering of the 2 J.1m 225°C data is more reasonable. 

Correction did not similarly affect any data at 200°C or 250°C. Further, this procedure 

had a negligible effect on the kinetic analysis presented below. 

The current acceleration factor 'Y from equation (10) is obtained by linear regression 

least-squares fit of In (MTF) versus In (j) data at constant T and W. Results are presented 

in Table 5. The 'Y values are consistently between 3.0 and 3.2, except for the 225°C 2 J.1m 

and 4 J.1m series. 
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Estimates of the activation energy are calculated at a constant value of the applied 

current, j. Since j varies in each case, the least-squares fit expression was used to calculate 

the MTF at j = lxl06 Ncm2 for each W and T. These data were then used for a least

squares fit in an Arrhenius analysis using both Black and S-L equations, or In (MTF) 

versus (ltD and In (MTFff2) versus (ltD, respectively. Good agreement in dEc exists 

for the 2 JJ.m and 4 JJ.m lines for both formulations. The Black equation (10) provides dEc 

= 0.23 ev, and the S-L equation (11) provides dEC = 0.32 ev, for both W's. The data are 

plotted in this way (S-L model) in Figure 40. Here dEc is assumed to be independent of j. 

These dEc are lower than expected by a factor of 2 or more. 

The dependence of MTF on W at constant T and j is assumed to be of a form 

(l5), 

where B is a constant and W is relatively large, greater than or equal to 2 JJ.m. This 

dependence is not expected to be general. It has been shown (18,19,20) that the line width 

dependence is more complex at small W or for small values of W to grain size (d) ratio, 

Wid = 1 or less. In the present case Wid is estimated to be in the range 3-5. The 

dependence can then be estimated from the above expression. Calculations provide 0 = 0.4 

at both 200°C and 250°C, for the two linewidths only. 

RESULTS: MRC Al-2% Cu Matrix 

This matrix of film conditions was designed to test the effects of deposition 

temperature, bias and annealing on MTF behavior. Deposition condition was either 450°C 

and 450 volts (high temperature-high bias 'HTIffi') or room temperature and zero bias 

('RT). One sample of each was tested as deposited ('AD') and after furnace annealing 

('FA') at 425°C for 30 minutes in forming gas. Current density G = 1.26x106 Ncm2), 

temperature (264°C) and W (1.55 JJ.m) were constant for all tests. MTF data are listed in 

Table 6. Note that FA dramatically increases lifetimes, and that the HTIffi deposition 

increases lifetime == 25% for the FA case only. The average grain size is estimated, from 

MRC supplied characterization of similar films, to be 2.5 JJ.m in the AD and FA HTHB 

films, and about 2.0 JJ.m in the RT-FA films. The AD unannealed films had approximately 

0.2 JJ.m grain size. Note also that in the AD condition the RT film has a greater MTF than 

the HTHB film in spite of the small grains in the RT-AD film. 
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RESULTS: MTI Al-2% eu Matrix 

This array of test and conductor conditions was designed to provide lifetime behavior 

information for the narrowest available lines. Several circuits were tested in the as 

deposited (AD) condition, but all other tests were on furnace annealed (FA) circuits. PLAb 

25 line circuits were patterned before annealing, in contrast to all of the other tests in which 

patterning occurred after annealing. The MTI 1.33 J..Lm lines therefore developed strong 

bamboo structure during annealing. The data from this matrix are shown in Table 7. 

Current acceleration factor "( was calculated using the data from 1.33 J..Lm lines tested at 

1.75-2.5xl06 A/cm2 at 230°C .. Linear regression least-squares fitting to equation (10) 

gave "( == 6, surprisingly high. Work by McKnelly (72,73), using this same PLAb circuit for 

AI-2% Cu-l % Si films under similar conditions, gave "( = 3. 

The effect of W on lifetimes for the MTI matrix is shown in a series of tests at 250°C 

and 1.75x106 Ncm2. W varied from 1.33 Ilm to 6.0 Ilm. The data, Figure 41, shows a 

high MTF for 1.33 Ilm lines with a minimum at 2.25 Ilm. This is similar to work by 

others (19) and is attributed to bamboo grain formation at narrow W (88). FA increases 

MTF for both 1.33 J..Lm and 2.25 J..Lm lines by 4500% and 230%, respectively. However 

MTF for AD-l.33 J..Lm is less than for 2.25 Ilm, 6.3 hours vs. 12.5 hours. The AD grain 

size is == 0.13 J..Lm. Therefore the width/grain size ratios in AD conductors (W /d) are == 10 

and 17 for the 1.33 J..Lm and 2.25 J..L lines, respectively. Inspection of the narrow AD lines 

after testing revealed that many of the lines failed by 'melting' or agglomeration by 

spheriodization. These were the only lines, AD or FA, that showed this phenomenon. 

This will be described more fully in Part III. However, after FA the MTF (at 1.33 J..Lm 

linewidth) are approximately 10 x longer than MTF (2.25 Ilm), 285 hours vs. 28.9 hours. 

This is attributed to the complete bamboo grain formation during annealing in the narrower 

lines. Complete bamboo structure would not form in the wider lines since the W is slightly 

larger than the average grain size. 

The 6Er values are computed with data from only two test temperatures, 230°C and 

250°C, using both equations (10) (Black) and (11) (S-L). For 2.25 Ilm lines, 6Er = 0.5 

ev (Black) and 0.6 ev (S-L). For 1.33 Ilm lines, 6Er = 1.7 ev (Black) and 1.8 ev (S-L). 

The 6Er (1.33 Ilm) are high by a factor of about 2. 
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DISCUSSION 

The results of pure Al testing show the current acceleration power 'Y to be slightly higher 

than expected, == 3.1. Other work (10) on pure Al shows 'Y =2. The Lllic was low (0.32 ev) 

compared to other work, 0.43-0.S8 ev (89). These variations may be due to the PLA SO 

line circuit design. The interline spacing is 4 times the linewidth W, which may be too 

narrow. Substrate heating and a significant temperature gradient at the pad-conductor 

junction would lead to anomalous effects and Soret type failures. However ~R 

measurements as the current was brought up to the test value did not indicate very much 

joule heating. In addition the failures were evenly distributed along the lines. Temperature 

gradient failures would cluster near the pad areas. Therefore the pure Al conductor lifetime 

behavior is somewhat unusual. 

Data for the MRC matrix clearly show two beneficial processing effects on lifetime. 

The MTF of planarizing deposited (4S0°C and -4S0V bias) films increases by 2S% over 

room temperature deposited (RT) films in the FA condition. Also, FA significantly 

increased MTF for both HTHB and RT films, Figure 42. In the RT case, as deposited 

grain size is == 0.2 J.1m, and the MTF increase (== 300%) after FA is obviously due to 

extensive grain growth. For HTHB films, FA similarly increased (S20%) lifetimes. 

However, since the as deposited HTHB grain size is already large, == 2.0 J.1m, FA is not 

expected to result in further grain growth. However, large film tensile stresses are present 

after such depositions. FA would allow for stress relaxation, especially during the slow 

cool down from 4S0°C, and may possibly lead to longer MTF. Film stresses were not 

measured here, and there have been no results which clearly show the effect of externally 

applied stresses on conductor MTF. Another possibility is that Ar from the plasma may be , 

trapped in the film at high deposition bias. FA would allow the Ar to outgas. Careful 

. analyses have shown (90) that Ar entrapment occurs for high bias and low temperature 

conditions, unlike those studied here. These results show the HTHB planarizing 

deposition conditions have the added benefit of increasing the electromigration lifetime in 

AI-2% Cu thin film conductors. 

Hariu, et aI, (90) in recent work also studied the MTF behavior of AI-2% Cu/fi layered 

films deposited between RT to SOO°C and 0 to -600V applied RF bias. They similarly 

reported the beneficial effects of high temperature and high l?ias depositions on conductor 

lifetimes. MTF of the -600V, SOO°C films increased 2.S times over the 200°C, OV films. 

Grain size in the as deposited 200°C, OV films was O.IS J.1m, even after annealing~ while 
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the 500°C, -600V grain size was == 1.0 J.lm. Their results were similarly attributed to the 

increased grain size for the planarizing HTIlB films. Note however that their grain sizes 

were considerably smaller than those reported here. This is due to the retarding effect on 

growth by the underlying Ti film. In another study, Inoue, et al, (22) observed MTF 

increase with deposition temperature above 400°C (at OV bias) in AI-Si single layer films. 

This again was attributed to increased grain size. Finally, Kim, et al (91) found a MTF 

decrease in pure Al films deposited at -120V DC bias. Their study was incomplete, but 

suggested that RF bias (used here) would be more beneficial than DC bias depositions. 

Interpretation of the MTI AI-2% Cu MTF data is challenging. The second generation 

PLAb circuit was designed to have fewer features that could induce temperature gradients. 

It has fewer lines (25 vs. 50 for PLA) and a gradual width decrease as the lines emerge 

from the pads, Figure 34. However the 1 factor (for AI~2% Cu films) was higher (== 6) 

than for the PLA structure (pure AI) data, == 3.1. Also, data from PLAb circuits for AI-2% 

Cu-l % Si films in earlier related studies (72,-73) under similar conditions gave a lower value, 

1 == 3. 1 values therefore are routinely significantly above the 'ideal' 2.0 value even under 

well run test conditions. The possibility exists that the parallel line array structure and 

testing methodology lead to increased 1 values. However the lack of consistency in the 

variation of 1 between identical PLA structures, for different materials, makes this difficult 

to prove. If the PLA structure determines the 1 value, then it should be the same (for 

similar temperatures and current densities) for the various materials studied. It is not. 

Another possibility is that 1 = 2.0 is in fact not a general 'ideal' value indicative of testing 

'quality'. It is suggested that the sensitivity of MTF on the applied current density (Le., 1) 

is dependent on the failure process even under 'well run tests'. That is, the current density 

sensitivity (1) is a function of the local void growth process and the local flux divergences 

and microstructure producing the failure. As will be described in Part III, the failure 

producing voids are usually narrow and slit-like for narrow linewidths, and are large and 

equiaxed for larger W. Therefore, the role of the av.erage applied current density G) in the 

void growth process is extremely complicated. The suggestion here is that 1 = 2.0 results 

are more likely for large W lines, as has been the case for many of the previous studies. 

However, at higher current densities and at smaller W (or smaller WId ratios) void growth 

and failure may be more sensitive to j. This speculation is qualitatively supported by two 

results. First, the fatal voiding observed in detail (in Part III) are clearly a function of the 

linewidth W. Secondly, the highest values of 1 (1 = 6) were here observed for the 

narrowest (MTI) interconnects, 1.33 J.lm. This discussion does not provide a quantitative 

model for lifetime sensitivity on j. It does.however support the point of view that 1 = 2 is 
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not a general ideal behavior. The MTF sensitivity on j should vary with the voiding 

process responsible for failure in a way that is consistent with the void morphology 

dependence on the failure process. Future work on this sensitivity is necessary, but will be 

complicated by a possible activation energy dependence on the current density as well. 

The data clearly show the strong MTF dependence on W and Wid ratio. In particular 

the lifetime is enhanced 10 times for FA 1.33 J.1m conductors over that of 2.25 J.1m lines. 

This has also been shown in previous work (18,19,20,92). However for actual devices the 

relevant lifetime statistic is the time to fIrst failure, not median lifetime. Therefore, while 

the MTF (1.33 J.1m) is greatly increased the standard deviation in failure time increased as 

well, 3.3 hours, 1.2% of the MTF. This compares to MTF of 28.3 hours (standard 

deviation = 1.5 hours, 5.4 % of the MTF) for 2.25 J.1m lines. Therefore the deviation in 

failure times (19,20) also is signifIcant when computing engineering performance and 

reliability of different ftlms and under various test conditions. 

Surprisingly, for the MTI AI-2% Cu ftlms Lllif (1.33 J.1m) was about 3 times that of the 

2.25 J.1m lines. The ~Ef (2.25 J.1m) are comparable or slightly below those previously 

reported by Shine (93) and Ghate (89). This again shows the very long lifetime behavior of 

the narrowest lines. The MTI circuits were annealed after patterning. Evidently a uniform 

bamboo structure formed during annealing in the narrowest lines. Annealing prior to 

patterning would produce a similar Wid, but the grains would not be completely 'bamboo' 

and would have oblique boundaries and triple points with respect to the line edges. 

In summary, results of electromigration constant voltage testing show relatively high 

current acceleration powers (y), == 3.1 for Al and == 6.0 for AI-2% Cu conductors. Results 

confIrm a strong W dependence of MTF for AI-2% Cu ftlms, with 1.33 J.1m lines having 10 

times the lifetime as the 2.25 J.1m lines. This is attributed to the complete bamboo grain 

structure in the narrower lines. Failure process activation energies were generally low 

when compared to previous results for both Al and AI-2% Cu 2-4 J.1m wide conductors. 

Conversely an extremely high ~Ef was found for the narrowest AI-2% Cu bamboo 

conductors. Planarizing HTHB deposition conditions increased conductor MTF, due to 

larger grain sizes. FA also increased lifetimes, even for the HTIIB fIlms where further 

growth was unlikely. It was speculated that this was due to relaxation of HTIIB deposition 

stresses or Ar outgassing during the long and gradual FA cycle. The anomalous empirical 

results may be due in part to the design of the PLA 50 line and PLAb 25 line circuits. It is 
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suggested that further C-V testing be carried out with a redesigned circuit. This should 

have a wider interline spacing, at least 10 times W. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1) Current acceleration factors were in the range 2.5 to 3.5 for Al 50 line circuits, and 

about 6.0 for AI-2% Cu 25 line circuits. 

2) Empirical failure activation energies for 2-4 J.1m Al lines were 0.23 ev for the Black 

analysis, and 0.32 ev for the Schatzes-Lloyd an~lysis, both lower than expected by about 

50%. 

3) For AI-2% Cu lines, activation energies for 2 J.1m lines were 0.51 ev (Black), and 0.61 

ev (Schatzes-Lloyd), lower than expected by about 30-40%. For 1.33 J.1m lines, Lllir were 

1.7 ev (Black) and 1.8 ev (Schatzes-Lloyd), higher than expected by a factor of about 2. 

4) A strong W or Wid dependence on MTF was shown for AI-2% Cu conductors, with the 

1.33 J.1m bamboo lines having the longest lifetimes. 

5) Both furnace annealing at 425°C for 35 minutes and planarizing 450°C, -450 V RF 

bias deposition conditions significantly improved electromigration lifetimes in Al-2% Cu 

conductors. 
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PART nI: ELECTROMIGRATION FAILURE ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Detailed examination and analysis of tested interconnects is expected to be helpful for 

the characterization of the mechanisms for electromigration failure. The results of this 

approach have been central to the development of models for deformation, fatigue, high 

temperature mechanical behavior and fracture in other engineering materials. Most 

importantly this approach provides the information necessary for the design of better and 

more reliable materials and alloys. The results presented here will be used to suggest 

specific alloy types for more reliable AI-based VLSI interconnect materials. Failure 

analysis in this case will be the examination of the damage and failure sites in conductors. 

It is tautological to describe electromigration-induced voids and hillocks as the result of 

mass flux divergences (MFO). Voids, or vacancy accumulation or mass depletion, are 

defined 'as the result of negative MFD, and hillocks and whiskers, or mass accumulation, 

are the result of positive MFD. However their size, morphology and location with respect 

to the line geometry and microstructure are relevant for the determination of damage 

mechanisms. The rest of this Introduction and Background will review several general 

models for electromigration, describe the 'classical' model for mass flux-induced failure, 

and present the variety of damage morphologies, Le., voids, distinct failures, whiskers and 

hillocks, that occur. 

Modeling of Electromigration Flux 

Conductors which are isolated stripes (without separate pads for current I/O) on 

conducting layers have been used (15,94,95) to derive a, model for the effect of 

electromigration-induced mechanical stress on mass flux. In these experiments the average 

ion 'drift velocity' (v <J) is measured as the velocity of the voiding front as it travels along 

and 'consumes' the stripe. Then Vd is assumed to be proportional to the mass flux Jem by 

the relation 

(16), 

where Nv is the number of atoms per volume. The displacement of the leading (hillocking) 

edge is less obvious and more difficult to measure since it is not uniform. Many hillocks 
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project nonnal to the film plane (16,96) and in directions other than 'forward' with respect to 

mass and current flux. In fact even the voiding edge is very locally non-unifonn since the 

voids appear along grain boundaries. The voiding front does however evenly cross the line 

width. These structures, results and models have been successful in explaining essentially 

one phenomenon, the critical stripe length effect (15.95). For a given material, temperature 

and current density j, it can be shown that below a critical length Ie no voiding or hillocking 

.takes place. The implication is that the total electromigration-induced mass flux is zero. 

This is explained as a mechanical stress effect as follows. The induced mass flux leads to a 

compressive stress build up at the accumulation tenninal. Blech (15.16) does not consider 

tensile stresses to build up, as will be discussed later in this section. This 'stress dipole' 

will lead to a mechano-diffusion flux (JO') opposite that of electromigration, in the direction 

from compression to low or no tensile stress. The magnitUde of the stress build-up is 

determined by the magnitude of forward electromigration flux, which in turn is dependent 

only on the (driving force) current density. In this model the magnitude of the stress 

gradient, which produces the mechano-diffusion, is detennined also by the length of the 

dipole, Le., the conductor stripe. Thus for a given j the resultant electromigration mass 

flux Jern detennines the stress level at the tenninal, 

IVai a Jern (j) (17), 

The Va driven diffusion (10') in the conductor of length I is determined by the relation 

JO' = M Va = M ~a/l (18), 

where I is the stripe length and it is assumed that the gradient is constant along 1. Thus the 

net mass flux is Joel = Jern+ JO'. At a critical length Ie, for given Jern, Joel = 0, and Jern = -
JO', where the (-) indicates opposing flux directions. This theory predicts no net flux and 

therefore no electromigration damage and failure for stripe lengths less than Ie for given 

Jern. For the materials and conditions used here, Ie == 15 J.1m at minimum. The magnitude 

of the stress dipole (~a/l) is also limited by the 'yield stress' of the film, which detennines 

the maximum attainable values of a. Above Ie, flux effects and failures are expected to 

increase with increasing length, i.e., decreasing ~a/l, at a given Jern. These predictions 

will be shown to be inconsistent with the present results and observations of 

electromigration-induced damage. In particular, there was no observed minimum-critical 

length effect on damage. The extent of damage and the void morphology of failures were 
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more dependent on factors such as line width and lifetime, and to some degree current 

density, which produced locally variable mass flux divergences. 

The wide interrupted structures used in these stripe tests 'are not helpful for damage and 

failure analysis or for lifetime prediction in either devices or standard test circuits for 

several reasons. First, these wide stripes (W > 10 J..lm) have large width/grain size ratios, 

WId> 10. VLSI interconnects and relevant test circuits use W ~ 2.0 J..lffi. The effects ofW 

and WId on damage and failure mechanisms are significant arid will be discussed in detail 

below. Secondly the interrupted stripes have absolute flux divergent boundary conditions 

at their ends, unlike interconnects with large terminal pads or other conductors at their 

ends. It will be shown that damage and failures occur randomly along the conductor in 

well run standard test structures. However the stripe 'experiments only show damage at 

their edges, the sites of absolute flux divergence. Thirdly, the drift velocity is assumed to 

be uniform across the width. While the voiding front is uniform, the voids are locally 

confined to boundaries, and a large fraction of the conductor is left behind by the passing 

void front in the form of isolated grain islands. This usually leads to an over-estimation 

error in the calculated mass flux. However the most fundamental objection is that stripe 

experiments provide estimates for the average of mass flux by measuring the average flux 

divergence (drift). But there is no clear way to assume any functional relationship between 

the average mass flux magnitUde and the local MFD, other than as in this case to assume 

that they are equal. Intuitively this does not correspond to the situation for continuous 

lines, where the local MFD may be larger or smaller at various locations along the line at 

constant Jem• In any event the average mass flux and its local divergence cannot be 

incorporated into a detailed failure or lifetime model at this time. In fact it will be shown 

that these magnitudes may be irrelevant for open circuit failure mechanisms. Failures 

produces are often due to the smallest void on a line. Stripes which do resemble the shorter 

(but narrower) VLSI 'local' interconnects in real devices can fail at their terminal Si 

contacts (97). The Blech approach may be most relevant for these situations.- However the 

Blech 'stripe' experiments do not provide information useful for lifetime prediction in 

actual devices or for failure analysis in standard test circuits. 

In the more usual case microstructures in long interconnects produce MFD and damage 

randomly along its length. Usually fails are narrow and slit-like, especially for narrow line 

widths, Figure 43. Other voids may be very large and non-fatal, Figure 44. They can 

locally consume 90% or more of the line cross-section, Figure 45, increasing the current 

density 9-10 times in the remaining filament. Iris surprising that these voids are non-fatal. . , 
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The increased current density in the remaining cross section can lead to local joule heating. 

This in principle could accelerate void growth either by increasing mass flux at the 

divergent (void) site or by temperature gradient-induced vacancy accumulation (64). 

Accelerated void growth could rapidly lead to open circuit failure. This 'classical' 

description of void growth leading to failure implies that the magnitudes of mass flux and 

local MFD are determined by the current density and the local microstructure. Generally 

. the higher current densities produce larger MFD and earlier failures. This general trend is 

obviously seen experimentally. However a more detailed understanding is necessary to 

describe the micro-mechanism failure processes, especially since the largest voids often do 

not produce failure. 

A commonly used expression for electromigration flux (26) is 

Iem = (Nv Do/kT) Z e j p exp (-6EJkT) (19), 

where Iem is mass flux, N v is number of atoms/volume, Do is diffusion pre-exponent, Z 

is 'effective charge' of diffusing ion, e is electronic charge, j is current density, p is the 

conductor resistivity, ABa is activation energy for diffusion, k is Boltzman's constant, and 

T is absolute temperature. This expression is insensitive to film microstructural factors 

which are known to largely determine conductor lifetime. Since it is assumed that grain 

boundaries are the diffusion pathways equation (19) can been modified to include the ratio 

of grain boundary width to grain size (O/d) and the grain boundary diffusion activation 

energy (Egb) 

Jem= [0/ d]( Nv Do/kT) Z ej p exp (- 6Egt/kT) (20). 

Traditionally this expression is used to describe the driving force for mass flux and the 

process that leads to mass depletion failures along grain boundaries. However it does not 

provide a basis for the mechanism of mass flux divergence leading to void initiation, 

growth or failure. 

Modeling of Conductor Electromigration Lifetimes 

As mentioned in Part I (Introduction), models have been reported which describe the 

effects of specific microstructural features on electromigration lifetimes. Attardo (23) 

developed a statistical metallurgical model for the mass flux divergence produced by 
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random 'defects' such as variations in grain boundary diffusion rates, triple point 

divergences and grain size divergences. He then assumes that the failure time (tf) is 

proportional to (lIVJ)crit in order to produce the lifetime dependence. Here (VJ)crit is 

assumed to be due to the 'accumulation of a critical number of vacancies.' As will be 

shown below, the magnitude of VJ which produces the failures is often the smallest present 

along the lines, especially in narrow VLSI interconnects. The assumptions of Attardo lead 

to the prediction that the largest VI produce the earliest failures. It is critical to know 

precisely the failure micro-mechanism in order to use a dependence of tf on VJ. This 

dependence for narrow interconnects is still unknown. 

Agarwala (24), in a less detailed study of AI-(4-19 wt%) Cu 131lm wide interconnects, 

described the effects of various grain size distributions on MTF produced by varying the 

post-deposition anneal temperatures. Distributions produced were uniform and equiaxed 

0.5-1.0 Ilm grains at 400°C, mixed size 0.5 Ilm and 12 Ilm grains at 450°C, and uniform 

equiaxed 12 Ilm grains at 480°C. Lifetimes were longest for 400°C and shortest for 

450°C films. His conclusions were that the uniform size distribution (400°C) was 

responsible for the increased MTF, and that MTF was independent of Cu content and e 
phase morphology in this concentration range. It was unusual, however, that his uniform 

large grained 480°C films were shorter lived that the uniform small 400°C grained 

conductors. These results and models do not clarify the nature of the failure process, 

especially in the light of the failure analyses reported later in this section. 

Consider the flux difference at a site of an electromigrating conductor. The-mass flux 

divergence (VJ) can be expressed in terms of the difference in mass fluxes (~J) entering 

and leaving a short segment of the conductor, approximately one grain size (d), as 

VJem =~em/d (21). 

Then the effect of j and ~em on lifetimes is implied by the 'classical' model to be, using 

equation (20), 

tf a (l/~Iem)'Y a {(c/ j) exp (~gtJkT)}'Y (22), 

where the constant c contains the remaining factors from above and "( implies the order of 

dependence. That is, the largest average mass flux (due to the applied current density) 
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produces the earliest failures. While this is empirically true, it is not helpful. Typically, 

median failure time (MTF) data is presented in a similar form, 

MTF = (C* !j2-4 ) exp (&Er/kT) (23). 

The equations (22) and (23) are inconsistent when actual data are considered. Empirically 

&Er is usually found to be in the range 0.6 to 0.8 ev == &Egb. This implies the factor 'Y = 1, 

since 'Yenters into the exponential tenn in equation (22). However the data also typically 

show MTF a. l/j2 to l/j4, equation (23). In fact data have been shown for which 'Y = 7 

(98). This implies 'Y = 2-4 or more, inconsistent with the above value. Therefore it is 

difficult to strictly interpret the mechanisms of failure behavior according to equations (20) 

and (23). Thus failures are produced in more complicated ways than implied by the 

'classical' descriptions of mass flux, mass flux divergence and empirical analysis. 

Electromigration Damage Morphologies 

The classical failure description is largely the result of many previous observations of 

electromigration-induced voids, hillocks and failure sites (9,13,23,64,99,100,101,1O2). 

However many of these early studies were conducted on wide lines, == 10 - 20 jJ.m. Wide 

lines typically have many grains across their width with a linewidth-to-grain size ratio 

(WId) of approximately 5-20. These previous observations can be summarized as follows. 

Electromigration mass flux divergences induce many voids in line interiors by nucleation 

and growth, usually at grain boundaries and grain triple points. These voids, which were 

also shown to be mobile, grew large enough to coalesce (9) and significantly reduce the 

linewidth. The increased current density in the remaining cross section leads to local joule 

heating and accelerated void growth, as described earlier (64). Accelerated void growth 

should rapidly lead to open circuit failure. It was noted however (100) that large voids did 

not necessarily produce failures. Failures-could occur at the cathode ends of stripes (100) 

when this was the region of large temperature gradient. In general the resultant failure site 

would be wide with extensive voiding surrounding the open circuit. Often local melting 

would make microstructural failure analysis difficult. In addition, the usual constant 

current testing often destroys the open circuit site, complicating failure analysis (l03,104) 

since the power supply output potential climbs rapidly at failure. The consistency of these 

observations has led to the acceptance of this process as the general open circuit failure 

mechanism. Microstructural details such as solute segregation or depletion (27,64), local 

grain boundary structure (64), and large size differences between adjacent grains (23,24,101) 
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could give rise to the flux divergent sites which initiate the failure process. Implicit in this 

process is that sites of the largest flux divergence would produce the earliest failures. 

Other unusual non-fatal voids are found after electromigration stressing. Edge 'notch' 

voids are seen to be long and narrow along the conductor edge, Figure 46. They do not 

create open circuit failures but are another example of possible damage morphology. 

As mentioned earlier open circuits in narrow lines are often due to narrow slit voids, 

Figure 43. They can be as narrow as E 0.1 J.1m. They are present and account for failures 

in lines even when extensive voiding appears on the same line. This observation further 

demonstrates the inadequacy of 'void-accelerated current density' and 'magnitude of mass 

flux or MFD' arguments for failure processes. A more detailed discussion on l.ifetime 

implications of void growth morphology is presented later in this section. However it is 

clear that the variation in void morphologies complicates the understanding of the void 

growth-failure process for the narrowest interconnects. 

Whiskers and hillocks, Figures 47 and 2, respectively, are also shown. Their presence 

is confmnation of the conservation of mass for the diffusion process. Their location with 

respect to voiding is significant and will be discussed below in detail. It is relevant to 

consider the whisker and hillock formation processes since they are the corresponding 

effects of mass flux and void formation (l05) and since they may predominate as the failure 

mode in multilayer-multilevel interconnect systems. Whiskers are typically long (74), up to 

100 J.1m or more (99.106), and have a constant diameter. They have been shown to be single 

crystals made of the interconnect material. Since they can occur in vacuum (99.106) and in 

ambient atmosphere, it can be assumed that they do not grow either by vapor phase epitaxy 

or by a solid-liquid-vapor (VLS) process (107). Native Al203 would prevent or limit 

surface diffusion during growth in the atmosphere, and the low pressures in the vacuum 

rule out vapor phase processes. In-situ observations indicate that they grow at the base, 

not at the tip (99.106). Also their constant diameter rules out growth by a surface screw 

dislocation helical crystal growth process (108). We can conclude that they form from the 

bulk of the conductor or along boundaries in the film. Hillocks on the other hand are 

broader and rounded, Figure 2. They can appear to be growing in the center of grains. 

There is also evidence (109) that they may be due in part to grain migration upwards out of 

the film plane by grain boundary sliding, driven by compressive stress. These have been 

'pushed down' back into the film by the use of a submicron nanoindentation stylus (109). 
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Hillock and whisker growth are retarded but not eliminated by deposited surface 

passivation films. This is explained as due to the reduction of conductor diffusivity by the 

stress imposed by the passivation layer (110). Passivation layer stress~s reduce the vacancy 

concentration (110) and therefore diffusion in the conductors. Hillocks and whiskers often 

fracture the passivation and 'extrude' enough to cause inter-level short circuits. This may 

occur during electromigration or during annealing. The annealing stresses in the Al film 

can be quite high because of the large difference in thennal expansion coefficients between 

Al and Si, aAl = 24xlQ-6/oC and aSi = 2.3xlO-6rC. The elastic (unrelaxed) biaxial stress 

in the film can be calculated during annealing by assuming that no plastic defonnation 

occurs and by using the equation 

0' = [E / (1 - v)].1a.1T = [E / (1 - v) ].1a (f - To) (23), 

where To is the initial temperature, T is the highest temperature, .1a is the difference 

between aAt and aSh v is Poisson's ratio, E is the biaxial elastic modulus, and we assume 

that the initial stress at To is O. There is usually a significant as deposited or initial tensile 

stress, however. Using E = 7xl010 Pa (10xl01O PSI), v = 0.33, and .1T = 400°C, the 

maximum 0' may be as large as 900 MPa (126 KSI), more than several times the bulk yield 

strength for these alloys. Obviously stress relaxation occurs by plastic and diffusional 

deformation, especially at the higher annealing temperatures. Hillock and whisker 

fonnation are such possible relaxation mechanisms (35,36). 

Mechanisms For Whisker Formation 

Whisker formation is particularly intriguing for several reasons. Their geometry and 

long length are surprising given their thin film source. Failure by whisker formation may 

be the primary electromigration failure mode in multilayer-multilevel metallization designs. 

Typically AI-based conductors underlaid with Ti-N, Ti-W and W fail by interlevel short 

circuits (74,105,111,112) at times earlier than open circuit fails in single Al layers (77). Since 

whisker formation relieves film compressive stress, it is possible that these refractory metal 

underlayers increase the Al film stress during annealing, probably as the result of 

underlayer species interdiffusion into the Al film. There are at least two possible ways that 

this can occur. Interdiffusion into Al by Ti or W may produce a fine dispersion of TiA13. 

AI5W, or Al12W precipitates in the Al matrix. Such evidence has been seen (76). These 

precipitates may strengthen the film by serving as obstacles to dislocation motion. 

Additionally Ti and W may diffuse along the Al boundaries and segregate there, retarding 
• -0 
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Al grain boundary processes that may also relieve stresses. Either process however will 

reduce possible modes of Al film stress relaxation during annealing and can maintain high 

compressive stresses at moderate temperatures or high tensile stresses at room temperature. 

Surprisingly Ti containing underlayers reduce annealing hillocks even though they promote 

electromigration-induced whiskers (76) • 

Whisker formation mechanisms in stressed thin films were studied in detail in the 

1940's and 1950's. They were the cause of a significant number of short circuit failures of 

capacitors in portable military radios during WWII. It is important to review these 

mechanisms since the conditions and morphologies of whisker growth are similar to those 

produced by electromigration. (A more detailed review is listed in reference (113).) 

Previously whiskers in electroplated thin films of Pb, Sn, Cd, AI, Ag, Au, In, and Bi were 

found to be straight with angular kinks. They grew at a rate of lcrn/year ( .... 1 Jlm/hour) 

which could be varied with the applied compressive stress. Growth conditions were 

similar to electromigration testing, with the temperature == 0.5 of melting temperature and 

with the film under local compressive stress. The most likely mechanism was proposed by 

Amelincla (114) and required a screw dislocation in the film with a pinned segment at some 

angle to the surface. Due to the high stress, such as due to electro-deposition, the 

dislocation would non-conservatively glide-climb and loop over its pinned end to produce a 

helical coil. Th'e motion and generation of coil loops would emit excess vacancies in the 

local region. As the loops reach the film surface they produce a surface step of unit 

(burger's vector) height. Continued loop generation and glide/climb to the surface would 

add to the height and produce a macroscopic whisker of constant diameter. Other proposed 

mechanisms employ the same essential feature, non-conservative dislocation glide/climb 

producing an excess of vacancies in the film. It was pointed out (114-117) that the excess 

vacancy concentration limits loop generation, motion and whisker growth. Further, the 

local vacancy concentration could be reduced by vacancy diffusion away from the looped 

dislocation, allowing continued growth of the whisker. Electromigration-induced flux is a . 

process that could aid and account for such a.diffusion, and could increase whisker growth 

in two ways. Initially electromigration may produce a region of high compressive stress 

where the local conductor microstructure blocks the induced mass flux. (Alternately 

regions of high tensile stress are produced in regions where flux is enhanced, to be 

discussed below.) This could 'nucleate' the whisker process since it provides the 

compressive stress driving force. Alternately, whiskers formed by stresses from annealing 

alone would rapidly stop growing as an excess vacancy concentration builds up at the site. 

Then electromigration here would provide the mechanism for the diffusion of the vacancies . 
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away from the looped dislocation and continued growth. The symbiotic process between 

electromigration and whisker growth points out the influence of both stress and local 

vacancy concentration on the net electromigration flux. The Blech model for the effect of 

stress on net mass flux considered only the retardation of mass flux by the developed stress 

gradient. Here whisker formation is a stress relaxation process which efficiently allows for 

continued mass flux. It also illustrates that locally enhanced flux is dependent on efficient 

local sources for vacancies. These local high vacancy concentrations and high fluxes and 

may be more relevant for failure mechanisms than the 'average' mass flux as determined by 

the nominal applied current density. A locally enhanced flux is a mass flux divergence, and 

therefore likely to produce damage and possibly contribute to failure. 

Several other observations from previous whisker studies may be relevant for 

electromigration. Whisker growth was more common and rapid when other stress relief 

mechanisms were reduced, as by alloying, grain size control, etc. During electromigration, 

whiskers are seen usually in Al films underlaid with Ti and W containing layers. It is 

possible that Ti and W interdiffuse and react with AI (as described earlier) and prevent other 

deformation and stress relaxation processes from occurring. This would qualitatively 

explain increased whisker short circuits in Alffi-W film multilayer structures. 

Voids and hillocks can be confmed to the pad terminal regions in standard test structures 

when significant mass flux divergences (MFD) are not present in the conductor. This has 

been shown for conductor bamboo lines (88), where the lines are made of a chain of single 

grains, and for lines which are single crystals (118). In these cases voids occur in the 

negative (anode) terminal, and hillocks in the cathode pad. It is tempting to conclude that 

since the damage in the lines is minimal the magnitude of mass flux is very small. This is 

rationalized as due to the lack of grain boundary flux pathways parallel to current flow in 

these structures. However the corresponding extensive damage in the terminals shows that 

the mass flux is large. Therefore the lack of conductor damage is largely due to the lack of 

sites which produce MFD, such as boundary triple points, along the lines. This again 

points out the unclear relationship between the current density-induced average mass flux 

and the microstructurally determined local flux divergences. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The majority of damage and failure observations were made on test samples from Part 

II, and their preparation is described there. Except where indicated, all of the micrographs 
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presented here are taken from conductor,line widths below == 4.0 J.l.m. One additional test at 

constant voltage on a 50 line PLA, AI-2% Cu MRC matrix sample was interrupted three 

times for sequential SEM observation. Interruptions were approximately 1.5 hours each, 

and test conditions were 264°C and 1.2x106 Ncm2• Testing was resumed immediately 

after sample removal from the SEM stage. The progression of damage, void growth and 

failure at several locations from at least 12 separate lines was monitored during each 

interruption. 

Focussed Ion beam (FIB) microscopy (87) was also used to examine tested 

interconnects. This technique uses a finely focussed Ga+ beam to scan the sample surface. 

Probe ion/crystal interactions (119) produce secondary electrons and ions which may be 

collected to form an image. The secondary electron and ion yields are dependent on, 

among other parameters, beam scattering with the target atom cores and electronic density 

distributions (119). Crystal orientations which present channeling directions for a well

collimated beam will yield fewer secondary electrons and ions. Thus the orientation 

dependent yield produces grain contrast in secondary electron images (87). The FIB images 

presented here were produced on a Seiko Instruments FIB Microscope, San Jose, CA. 

Figure 48 is an example of a secondary electron image of AI-2% Cu thin film, showing 

grain orientation contrast and smaller bright contrast areas from the intermetallic CuAh e 
precipitate phase. Tilting experiments can help distinguish boundaries between grains of 

relatively similar orientation. 

It should be emphasized that these detailed void and failure observations are made 

possible by the constant voltage testing technique, which preserves the relevant open circuit 

failure morphology. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Hillocks, Whiskers and Voids 

FIB, Figure 49, shows a whisker in a pure Al line tested at 250°C and 1.2xlO6A/cm2. 

The contrast differs in Figures lOa and lOb since the film orientation with respect to the 

beam is 15° and 0°, respectively. The whisker appears to be a single crystal with uniform 

contrast and appears to grow from the bordering grain boundaries. The morphology does 

not determine the mass flux pathway to be either by boundary, bulk, interfacial or surface 

diffusion. Figure 50 alternately shows a polycrystalline broad hillock in a similar Al 
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interconnect This must be produced by cooperative or correlated growth of adjacent grains 

in the film. lEM of a broad hillock does not conclusively show the boundary structure that 

could be responsible for growth at the base, Figure 51. Thus the general morphology of 

whiskers (straight, narrow single crystals) and hillocks (broad, possibly polycrystalline) is 

confmned here. 

Large equiaxed voids typically occur randomly along the interconnects, Figures 52-54, 

for the Al and Al-eu alloys tested. As described earlier, they were usually non-fatal. It 

appears as if voids disappear by "erosion" mass flux. No obvious microstructural evidence 

or clue suggests why those grains are selected for erosion. Typically sites of voiding have 

been attributed to the sites where a large grain is adjacent to many small grains (20,23,24). 

The divergence in boundary density at this site leads to a mass flux divergence and voiding. 

No evidence of such failures are seen here. Previous work (120) has indicated that large 

erosion voids can grow across grain centers and cross the boundary without changing 

direction. This suggests that voiding is not limited to boundary erosion. In fact, the 

boundary flux pathway cannot solely explain the disappearance of entire grains. Boundary 

flux divergence may produce a void there as it grows, Figure 55. However during growth 

it consumes the boundary, Figure 55b, and continued growth can only occur along the 

newly created void surface, through the bulk of the remaining grain or along the lower 

interface. Boundary voids alone are therefore mechanistically self-passivating and would 

leave an isolated 'island' of material. Such an island is seen in Figure 52. Other 

mechanisms or pathways are required in order to consume entire grains. The flux 

pathways for erosion voids are thus unclear. 

Voids have been shown however to be 'mobile' during testing (9,32,99,120). Sequential 

micrographs taken during testing interruptions in this work show general void motion 

towards the negative terminal, Figure 56. It is not clear from this evidence if voids move 

'en mass' and preserve their morphology or if they shrink in one region and regrow in 

another close by site. Both motions are likely. Void mO.tion and regrowth in another 

location has been observed during in situ observations in an SEM (32,120) and lEM (9,99). 

Erosion voids are also shown here to change growth direction, Figure 57. Thus large 

erosion void migration and discontinuous growth further complicate the understanding of 

void-failure processes. 

Qualitative estimates of the separation betWeen voids and corresponding hillocks or 

whiskers (Lvh) were about 5 -> 40 Jlm. Lvh was loosely correlated with lifetime. Shorter .. 
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lived lines had more extensive and larger voids and hillocks, even though in general the 

failure was a narrow slit. Lvh was more closely correlated with the size of the void and 

hillock. Large voids and hillocks were usually close by. Lvh indicate~ the length of the 

flux 'dipole' between vacancy source (hillock) and vacancy sink (void). The Blech critical 

length (95) model suggests a clear relationship between mass flux (and current density) and 

the length of the stress dipole or interconnect. Below the critical length Ie the net mass flux 

is zero, and no damage would be evident. Above Ie the backwards mechano-diffusion 

becomes smaller and the net flux increases as the dipole length increases. The Blech 

argument thus predicts the largest voids and hillocks to be widely separated (large Lvh), 

with no closely spaced voids and hillocks. The observations here are clearly and 

consistently opposite of this, and further show that the Blech model is not relevant for 

electromigration in l?ng continuous interconnects. 

Edge notch voids do not directly produce failures, Figure 46. However it is interesting 

to notice that they may grow to at least several times the average grain size, as long as 5 ~m 

or more. It may be significant that often slit failures emanate from edge notches, Figure 

43, 58. 

Failures are typically narrow slits for W < 4.0 ~m. The volume and :MFD required to 

create these failures is often 5% or less other erosion voids present on the same 

interconnects. They may be as narrow as 0.05 ~m or less, Figure 43. It is surprising that 

they are very straight even in lines where a Wid ratio of 2-3 indicates that the slit would 

change direction across the line if it follows the grain boundaries. This suggests that the 

slits, at least in the several cases studied here, are transgranular. In a TEM study of failures 

in AI-2% Cu-l% Si thin films interconnects (72,73), a transgranular slit failure (103) was 

shown near a triple point containing a e phase precipitate, Figure 59. Another micrograph 

from the same study also shows grain boundary contrast near to but not at the slit, Figure 

60. An SEM micrograph of a slit failure in AI-2% Cu conductor, Figure 32, shows only 

faint grain boundary groove contrast, but it does suggest that the slit crosses the grains. 

Finally, SEM and FIB microscopy on a slit further confmn that it is transgranular. An 

SEM micrograph, Figure 61, shows a failure in AI-2% Cu conductor emanating from a. 

wedge void. Line width is 1.33 ~m, and the bamboo grain size is estimated at 1.5 ~m. 

The sample is tilted at 45° from normal to show that the slit extends through the film 

thickness. An FIB micrograph of the same failure tilted at 5°, Figure 62a, with orientation 

contrast shows the grain boundaries to be on either side of the slit but even contrast across 

it. Further tilting experiments with FIB imaging were done to try to produce uneven 
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contrast across the slit, but were unsuccessful. Figure 62b, taken of the same slit at a tilt of 

15° I shows one boundary in and one out of contrast, but even contrast across the slit. This 

confmns' the identical orientation of material on either side of the slit, and that the slit is 

transgranular. 

Other evidence exists for trans granular voids. In one study on wide lines (120) in-situ 

SEM observations of void growth showed sharp angular voids to grow and cut across 

grain centers. Surprisingly they did not change direction as they crossed the boundary. In 

another series of studies (30,31,63) in-situ TEM observations found narrow voids growing 

in the center of grains. Their evidence however is complicated by probable heavy ion 

milling damage in their samples from thinning prior to testing. The best collaborative 

trans granular void evidence comes from several recent detailed studies of stress migration 

failures. Similar slit failures have been found (25,121,122,123,124,125) in passivated narrow 

(W < 3.0 Ilm) interconnects without current flow but after aging or annealing at relatively 

low temperatures, 150°C-300°C. They are presumably due to local high tensile stresses 

due to the high thermal expansion mismatch between Al and the Si and dielectric 

passivations. In one study (123) the opposite faces of a narrow slit failure were shown to 

be parallel and both of (111) type orientation. The authors did not consider the possibility 

of transgranular voids. The suggestion here is that no boundary existed prior to failure. 

These authors did not obtain crystal orientations on either side of the boundary. 

Misorientation across the boundary, if it existed, could only have been pure twist. Their 

study also reported non-fatal wedge shaped stress voids occurring in single crystal lines. 

The faces of these voids were usually (111) with (311) type accomodation facets where 

necessary. The orientation and morphology of these voids were dependent on the crystal 

orientation with respect to the line axis. In another recent study (125) of stress migration, a 

slit was shown progressing across a narrow line without the aid of a boundary. The 

authors did not comment on this. The work presented here, and the review of the recent 

work of others, suggests that slit failures in stress migration and electromlgration have 

similar transgranular morphology, with similar local conditions and mechanisms for 

growth. 

Failures seen during the test interruptions were all narrow slit voids. Slits appeared. 

narrower than for the uninterrupted cases, Figures 43, 58. Small slit voids, which could 

be incipient failures, were not observed during test interruptions. This suggests that the slit 

void growth rate is significantly more rapid than for other void morphologies seen, and that 

the slit void, once initiated, rapidly produces an open circuit failure. 
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Effect of Conductor Material and Line Width 

Conductors for each film type showed many sites of void and hillock growth. The 

damage included small and large equiaxed erosion voids with nearby hillocks, long shallow 

edge voids, and a single narrow slit open circuit. The degree of notch and erosion voiding 

trended roughly inversely with electromigration lifetime (MTF). Pure Al conductors tested 

at the highest temperature and current density had the most extensive voiding and shortest 

MTF. AI-Cu and AI-Cu-Si conductors tested at the lowest temperatures and current 

densities showed the least amount of non-fatal voiding and damage, as expected. However 

in all cases failure was typically due to a relatively small volume narrow slit void. The 

width of slit failures decreased with decreasing linewidth and decreasing Wid. Small slit 

voids not completely traversing the line, which could be incipient slit failures, were rarely 

seen. 

Un annealed 1.33 ~m and 2.20~m wide AI-2% Cu conductors with initial grain size of 

about 0.13 ~m had (WId) from about 10 to 17, respectively. Failure sites in both were 

relatively small voids, although not as narrow as for annealed conductors of the same 

linewidth. However in the 1.33 ~m lines extensive agglomeration and uniform thinning 

produced failures in many lines. Some of the thinned areas produced f~ilures by local 

melting, Figure 63. No agglomeration or thinning was observed in the unannealed 2.2 ~m 

conductors or in adjacent untested 1.33 ~m lines, or in annealed and tested 1.33 ~m and 

2.2 ~m lines. Annealed conductors had a larger grain size and a smaller (WId) by a factor 

of about 10 for these linewidths. The agglomeration and thinning are probably due to film 

morphological instability (126) during testing for the narrowest small grained conductors. 

Previously film morphological instabilities have been analyzed only for the situation of 

continuous, extremely thin layers treated at temperatures where surface diffusion is rapid. 

Grain growth (126), extensive grain boundary diffusion, narrow linewidth and the 

accelerated test conditions (230°C at 1.75xl06 Ncm2) allow the morphological instability 

to produce the agglomerated and thinned structure. This effect is not expected to be 

relevant for interconnects in actual service. Film annealing and passivation layers will 

reduce the driving forces and mechanism for conductor break-up by agglomeration. 

All films showed 'healing events' (86) during testing. No systematic study was done to 

determine the effects of film composition, microstructure and test conditions on healing 

rates. However the narrow open circuit suggests that the opposite faces may easily 
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'reconnect' during testing by surface diffusion, driven for example by capillarity or the 

large electric field (== 105 V /crn.) across the narrow interface. 

A Model For Void Morphology Dependent Failure Times 

Electromigration-induced voids in narrow interconnects may be characterized by three 

distinct morphologies, shallow edge "notch", equiaxed "erosion" and narrow "slit" 

failures. A simple model of void growth for these morphologies may be constructed. The 

model may be helpful in understanding the implications of the various void morphologies 

seen. Assume an initial void nucleus of length 1, width Y, and of thickness T equal to film 

thickness positioned on the conductor of linewidth W as in Figure 64. Final void 

morphology can be considered to be. the result of growth under three limiting conditions. A 

shallow edge notch is produced when void length 1 increases and width Y is constant 

during testing, Y = constant and small, and 1 = l(t). A slit is produced when' 1 = constant, 

and. Y = Y(t). The intermediate growth case, where Y(t) == l(t), produces an equiaxed 

'erosion'void. Assume that the rate of void growth is determined by the magnitude of 

(local) volumetric mass flux divergence (V1). VI is the result of the difference between the 

mass fluxes (aT) entering and leaving a small segment (d) of the conductor, given by 

VI = AJ / d (21). 

The rate of void growth (dV /dt) can then be expressed in terms of AT 

(24) 

where dVi /dt = volumetric rate of void growth, n = atomic volume, dIi = mass flux 

difference which is assumed to be locally constant for each void, and A = W T = the cross

section of conductor sustaining mass flux. The subscript i denotes the type of void. Since 

the void volume Vi is in general Vi = lYT, the rate of void growth (dVi /dt) for each 

morphology can be determined from the growth conditions above. For notch void growth 

(i = 1) and Y = constant, 

dV 1 /dt = TY d1Idt (25) 

or, 

dUdt = n AJ 1 A / T Y (26) 

and, 
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1 (t) = { nAT 1 w / Y} t (27) 

This morphology will not produce an open circuit failure and will not be considered 

further. Note however that edge notch voids may retain their shape as they grow to at least 

several times the grain size, Figure 46. 

For erosion void growth (i = 2) and Y(t) == l(t), 

(28) 

Y (t) = 1 (t) = { n Ah W t } 1/2 (29). 

Failure occurs when Y = W at time t2 given by 

(30). 

Note the dependence of erosion void failure times on linewidth W for this model. A similar 

dependence is observed experimentally for conductors with increasing W at constant grain 

size (18,19,20,92) for larger W lines. 

For slit void growth (i = 3) and 1 = constant, 

(31) 

(32). 

Failure time due to a slit void (Y = W) is independent of linewidth and is given by 

(33) 

The observed damage and failure morphologies can be discussed in terms of this model 

under several limiting conditions. Assume in one instance that local mass flux divergence 

producing an erosion void at one site is equal to the flux divergence producing a slit failure 

at another unrelated site, Le., ~h == ~J3 at constant d. Then from equations (30,33) 

above 
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(34) 

Slit widths varied from about 0.05 to 0.2 ~m, and linewidths varied from from 1.3 to 6.0 

~m. We choose a nominal ()JW = 0.05) for discussion. Under the assumption of 

equivalent 6J or VI, the model yields t3 == 0.05 t2. That is, slit voids produce failure at 

much earlier times than erosion voids. This obvious result corresponds to the consistency 

of failures produced by slit voids. However the assumption that 6J2 = 613 requires that 

all voids seen, if initiated at the same time, will have roughly the same volume. This was 

in general not observed. Further it is more realistically expected that local variations in 

microstructure will produce flux divergences of varying magnitude, making the initial 

assumption of equal local flux differences unrealistic. 

Alternatively, assume that the mass flux difference that creates a slit failure is much less 

than that for an erosion void, ~I3 == (0.05) 612. Then from above, the erosion failure 

time will be on the order of slit failure time, t2 == t3. For voids initiated at the same time 

erosion failures would be expected with the same frequency as slit failures. This was not 

observed. Thus this simple model, applied to the observed void and failure morphologies, 

suggests that slit voids are initiated at times later than large erosion voids. Once 'nucleated' 

slits rapidly grow to produce failures under relatively small flux divergences. This is 

consistent with the lack of incipient slit failures seen either postmortem or during test _ 

interruptions. Large flux divergences are usually not fatal, while other small divergences 

rapidly produce slit failures. Electromigration lifetime in narrow interconnects is thus 

attributed to the effects of local microstructure, flux driving forces, and local mobility on 

the incubation time for slit voiding rather than on the magnitude of mass flux divergence. 

Effects of Vacancy Concentration and Stress on Void Formation 

The significance of the vacancy concentration, local vacancy sources and mechanical 

stress on local mass flux divergence (MFD) and void formation mechanisms will be 

discussed. Electromigration damage, especially large erosion type voids, may be as large 

as several ~m3. The number of vacancies {NvaC> in a void of volume (Vv) may be 

estimated by 

(35), 
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where n = vacancy volume == atomic volume == 1.7xlO11 Jlm3/vacancy. Nvac can then be 

compared to the number of vacancies present in the entire unstressed conductor at 

equilibrium (Nv-eq) by using experimentally determined vacancy concentrations (Cv) 

(127,128) at these temperatures. They provide Cv == 3xl03/Jlm3 at 200°C. This analysis 

does not incorporate the effect of stress on vacancy concentration. For a conductor of 

length L, width W and thickness TIl, Nv-eq is = (L W TIl) Cv. For a conductor with (L 

W TIl) = 500 Jlm x 2 Jlm x 1 Jlm, Nv-eq (200°C) = 3xl06. The number of vacancies 

comprising the void volume exceeds the number present at equilibrium in the entire 

conductor by a factor 

Nvac / Nv-eq == 4xlQ4 (36). 

This illustrates that extensive vacancy creation is necessary in order to produce a typical 

void, especially when extensive voiding occurs at many sites along the line. Large scale 

vacancy formation (at zero stress) must occur at crystal surfaces, since Al interstitials are 

extremely unlikely. This process produces 'extra' atoms at the surface which results in 

surface formations as the process continues. Allowing for stress changes will allow 

internal vacancy sources to operate. But the internal stress built up will eventually limit the 

vacancy formation process. Stress relief, such as by dislocation annihilation at grain 

boundaries or surfaces, will allow for continued vacancy creation. However these relief 

processes themselves produce equivalent surface formations if they operate continuously. 

The point is that extensive vacancy generation moves matter to the surface of the crystal. 

Thus localized vacancy creation processes produce localized surface growths, as illustrated 

previously for whisker growth. Analogously, localized vacancy sinks will produce voids. 

(Uniform vacancy source or sink processes will produce a homogeneous expansion or 

contraction or movement of the surface of the crystal.) This discussion is relevant for 

electromigration-induced flux and damage in several ways. Diffusion in Al is via the 

vacancy exchange process, and is therefore controlled by vacancy concentration and 

mobility (rate of exchange). At constant temperature and stress, the mobility can be 

assumed to b~ relatively constant. Therefore for a given diffusion driving force, such as 

during electromigration, the local mass flux will be determined by the availability of 

vacancies. Thus one approach is to interpret the local variation of mass flux divergence and 

damage as due to local vacancy sources. Surface formations (whiskers and hillocks) then 

locate where these sources operate. 
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Compressive stresses alone can produce whiskers. The source of stress can be thennal 

(expansion mismatch) and diffusive (mass flux divergence). The result however is that 

vacancy availability and diffusion may be enhanced locally. Another possible scenario is . 

that electromigration diffusion occurs generally under vacancy undersaturation. This 

suggests that the high electron current fluxes decrease the vacancy concentration and 

resultant diffusion-controlled reactions. The proposed mechanism involves vacancy 

annihilation at internal boundaries faster than they can be created at the surface. If this is 

significant for Al thin films, heterogeneous processes such as localized vacancy fonnation 

via whiskers may be most significant for electromigration failures in narrow conductors. 

These conductors would be more 'bamboo' in grain structure, leaving few boundaries to 

act as vacancy sinks. Therefore, the average electromigration flux can be locally enhanced 

by local processes. 

Two other stress effects are relevant. Stress gradients may produce fluxes, and stresses 

may change the vacancy fonnation energy. The stress gradient flux Ja is given by equation 

(18) 

Ja = M Va = M ~a/l (18). 

Here the source of stress can be either from a microstructural feature, a flux divergence or 

thermal expansion mismatch. Figure 65 schematically illustrates a region of high 

compressive stress. However note that Ja alternately opposes or adds to Jem on either side 

of the maximum stress. The Blech-Ross (15,16,95,96) approach only considers the case 

where Ja opposes Jem which reduces Jnet• Here it is trivial to show that this is only a 

partial view. 

Film stress may also affect the vacancy fonnation energy. In continuous passivated 

films, the highest average stresses (measured by wafer curvature (129» are == 5xl04 Pa. 

This corresponds to an energy (an) of about 5xl()2 ev. However, Lloyd and Smith (110) 

studied the effect of passivation film stress on electromigration lifetimes. Assuming the 

increase in MTF was due solely to decreased diffusion mobility (due to a decreased 

vacancy concentration), they calculated the Al film stress to be lxlOlO Pa. This is larger 

than measured in continuous fIlms by a factor of 20. While patterned lines due have stress 

concentrations (130,131), such large scale enhancements are unlikely. A uniform 

compressive stress will unifonnly increase the diffusivity, and a gradient in compressive 

stress will lead to a mass flux. It is not clear which process will be more significant for 
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electromigration failure. However rapid relaxation of the high stress could conceivably 

leave an excess vacancy concentration. These may then heterogeneously condense to form 

a void. Stress generation and relaxation processes have not been measured for 

electromigration in narrow lines. It is therefore difficult to differentiate between the 

magnitudes of specific stress effects relevant for failure. 

Slit Failure Mechanism 

There is a striking resemblance between the stress migration (cr-M) (25,121,122,123,124, 

125) and the electromigration (E-M) slit failures shown here. It is reasonable to suggest that 

conditions and void growth processes for both are similar. In addition it has been shown 

here ~at E-M slits are transgranular. cr-M fails have not been shown to be transgranular, 

although the evidence suggests this as reviewed earlier. Parallel slit faces were shown to 

be (111) planes (123). Also, a cr-M slit void appears to be growing across a bamboo grain 

(125). In both cases the authors did not consider the transgranular possibility. The question 

is, what (stress) conditions and mechanisms produce the transgranular slit failure? 

Most cr-M models to date (8,125,132,133,134) attribute slit voiding to stress directed mass

vacancy flux to grain boundaries. There vacancy accumulation produces the slit. These 

models (125,133) suggest that (111) boundaries are preferred sites for vacancy accumulation 

and voiding. However (111) planes are close-packed in FCC AI, with a corresponding 

low boundary energy. Higher energy and higher misfit boundaries would be expected to 

be more active and responsible for vacancy accumulation and void growth. 

An alternative model for E-M slit fails can be outlined. This is based on the presumed 

existence of two phenomena, 1) high tensile interconnect stresses produced by mass (or 

equivalently vacancy) flux divergence, and 2) relatively rapid stress relaxation at grain 

boundaries. Both have been shown to exist (35,36,130,131). This model is relevant for 

narrow lines, where the line width/grain size ratio Wid == 1.0. Later, the discussion will be 

extended to wide lines, where Wid == 3 and above. 

Assume a narrow bamboo interconnect to be under electromigration, Figure 66. (In the 

absence of detailed flux and stress simulations, the situation can only be schematically 

drawn. However the assumptions used here appear to be reasonable.) Mass and electron 

flux are from right to left in this figure. (Vacancy flux is left to right.) The average Jem is 

low, since there are few boundaries parallel to mass and current flow. However the 
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presence of a vacancy source, such as a whisker, etc., at position A (Figure 66) locally 

increases the mass flux 'upstream' with respect to the mass flux direction. Further 

upstream, a precipitate (or other flux barrier, such as a high angle boundary or triple point) 

at position B effectively reduces vacancy flux from the left. This situation produces a 

vacancy supersaturation at the blocking feature, inducing an increasing tensile stress. Note 

that the flux obstacle transmits the tensile stress to the right (upstream side) as well, which 

can be reduced somewhat by material arriving from the right. However the tensile stress 

on the left is expected to be greater since it is due to the enhanced flux made possible by the 

whisker or hillock. This tensile stress will increase with continued flux divergence. Here 

we assume that 10 is relatively small. This is justified since there is no evidence of 

significant stress-directed flux effects as predicted by Blech (15,16,95,96), and since the 

attainable driving forces (an) are low in unpassivated lines. 

Grain boundary diffusion processes (35,36) such as Nabarro-Herring and Coble creep, 

as applied to thin films (135), may relieve the tensile stresses in the region of the grain

precipitate interface. The diffusion creep rate is fastest at the interface, and decreases with 

increasing distance from it. In addition, since the polycrystalline film is constrained by the 

silicon substrate, the stresses that arise (either by flux divergence or thermal sources) will 

not be relieved at the grain centers. Therefore the resultant stress distribution is expected to 

appear qualitatively as in Figure 66, with the region of maximum stress away from the 

boundary and at the grain interior. 

Given this condition of flux and stress, the actual slit open circuit mechanism is unclear. 

At least tensile instability or rapid slip along (111) glide planes are possible. Slip traces 

along (111) planes in annealed Al thin films have been observed (136). Extended localized 

slip could produce sharp steps at the surface; which may induce large stress concentrations 

and 'cleavage' along these planes. Many slits were observed at an oblique angle (= 45°) 

across the line, suggesting that slits could lie along the direction of maximum shear stress. 

This implies significant stresses along these line. However the confirmation of any 

mechanism awaits further observation and analysis, such as in-situ TEM observations of 

slit formation. 

Electromigration-Induced Stresses in Wide Lines 

High localized stresses due to electromigration flux divergences are less likely to occur 

in wide lines for several reasons. Wide lines have at least several grains across their width 
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CW/d> 3.0), with boundaries both parallel and perpendicular to the mass and electron flux 

direction. While these boundaries provide pathways for and increase Jem, they provide the 

regions where stress relaxation by diffusion processes also may occur. They also provide 

alternate pathways so that obstacles to mass flux may not be as effective as in narrow lines. 

At narrow linewidths, coarsened second phase particles can more easily block the entire 

line, Figure 67. This was formed by extended coarsening during electromigration. Such 

precipitates were not seen in similar narrow lines under identical but untested conditions. 

Failures have been observed to occur at the downstream side of such blocking particles, 

Figure 68. 

Other models (15,16,95,96) assert that tensile stresses are not induced by electromigration 

" flux divergences. They state that pre-existing voids (137,138,139,140) generally present in 

sputtered films 'accumulate' excess vacancies, thereby preventing tensile stress (or 
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vacancy) build up. The Va required in their model for the mechano-diffusion is created ~, ~\;. 

between regions of high compressive stress (mass build up) and no or very low tensile""· ~; 

stress. When, in their model, intercoimect length is greater than le, the Joet becomes large';~;i!i 

and failures occur due to the unopposed Jem. Thus their models predict failures near the 

regions of greatest compressive stress. However compressive stresses should lead to 

surface growths. In fact the actual failures here are due to voids, indicative of high tensile 

stresses. Therefore their models are contra-intuitive, and in fact are not descriptive of the 

voiding failures. Pre-existing voids, if they accumulate vacancies efficiently, would lead to 

several effects that are not seen. They should prevent tensile stresses in thin films under 

most situations. However high tensile stresses are routinely found in continuous films 

(17,129,141,142) and patterned conductors (130,131). Finally, failure would directly occur by 

the growth of these pre-existing voids (143). This is also not seen, and Ross (16,96) 

overlooks this result of their model. The effects of stress-directed diffusion in Blech-Ross 

models do not account for the observed voiding and failures seen in electromigration. 

Design of Electromigration Resistant Al Alloys 

The results above suggest a microstructural approach for fundamentally preventing slit 

formation and increasing lifetimes in narrow lines. The average Jem is low in the bamboo 

narrow lines, and is large enough to induce failure only when an efficient vacancy source 

operates to increase mass flux. Extended vacancy creation must involve surface growth. 

Therefore locally enhanced diffusion could be prevented by the 'passivation' of the 

interconnect surface by a continuous and intimate layer as produced by reaction. Reaction 



of Al with deposited Pt and Pd has produced layers of this type (144-146). Deposited 

dielectric films (generally non-reactive) have shown to increase electromigration lifetime 

(110). This effect however has been attributed to the effects of increased compressive stress 

in the Al from the deposited film. Anodized Al conductors (16) show increased 

electromigration lifetimes, but they add considerable complexity to the fabrication sequence 

of actual devices. 

In summary, electromigration failures in narrow interconnects are proposed to be due to 

local flux enhancements produced by efficient vacancy sources, such as whiskers and 

hillocks. Tensile stresses are induced by vacancy flux divergences (accumulations) at flux 

obstacles. Failure times are determined by the 'incubation' time for the flux divergence to 

produce a critical level of tensile stress. Diffusion creep processes relax stresses at and 

near the boundaries, producing the maximum stress at the grain interior. The actual void 

mechanism is unclear, but it may involve vacancy condensation at favorably oriented {Ill} 

. planes (not boundaries), stress concentrations due to edge-oriented crystallographic wedge 

voids, extended slip along {Ill} glide planes leading to surface steps, stress 

concentrations and possibly cleavage. Vcr directed fluxes are not found to be significant or 

noticeable for failure processes, especially in these unpassivated conductors. Note that the 

magnitude of mass flux divergence, as would be measured by void or damage volume, is 

not a feature of the model. What is relevant however is the location of the MFD with 

respect to an obstacle. In some locations large flux divergences may produce large non

fatal voids. At other sites small flux divergences, in combination with flux obstacles, may 

induce local high stresses that create small volume but fatal voids. 

Large voids are obviously due to large flux divergences made possible by large vacancy 

fluxes. To speculate, these 'erosion' voids occur where the vacancies can easily condense 

and therefore prevent tensile stresses. The remaining filament may sustain the higher 

current density, since the mass flux (Jem) is linearly proportional to the current density, 

equations 19 and 20. The void may stop growing as the whisker or hillock source stops 

operating, or as resistive heating in the remaining filament increases the mobility in the 

region. The point is that the size of the void is not relevant for the failure process. They 

are non-fatal, except in the random (and rarely observed) case where they cross the 

conductor width. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1) Electromigration-induced whiskers and hillocks in Al conductors may be narrow single 

crystals and polycrystalline and broad, respectively. 

2) Electromigration-induced erosion and edge notch voids were large, but typically non

fatal. 

3) No minimum void-hillock spacing (Lvh) was found. Lvh was shortest for the largest 

voids and hillocks, and roughly inversely proportional to conductor lifetime, contrary to the 

Blech critical length effect in interrupted stripes. 

4) Failures were typically due to narrow slit voids in the narrowest interconnects. Slits 

were shown to be transgranular when examined using TEM and FIB crystallographic 

contrast. Other recent evidence in the literature suggests that similar stress migration slit 

failures are also transgranular. 

5) The narrowest slit failures were found after test interruptions for SEM investigations. 

6) Non-fatal slit voids were rarely found. In addition, the results of modelling the growth 

of the observed growth morphologies suggests that slit voids, once nucleated, rapidly 

produce open circuits. Electromigration lifetimes in narrow conductors is thus attributed to 

the 'incubation' period for slit void fonnation. 

7) A phenomenological model is described for slit failures produced by high tensile 

stresses in grain interiors. Enhanced mass flux is produced by local vacancy sources, such 

as whiskers and hillocks. Tensile stresses are produced by vacancy flux obstacles, such as 

blocking precipitates. Diffusion creep processes relax stresses at and near boundaries, 

creating the maximum stress in the grain interiors. The slit void mechanism is unclear, but 

it may involve {Ill} vacancy condensation or concentrated stresses and slip along 

favorably oriented directions. 

8) No evidence of stress gradient directed flux was observed, contrary to Blech models for 

electromigration-induced stress effects. 
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Appendix A: Heat Dissipation Power Density as a Function of Interline 
Spacing and Line Width 

The power (P) produced by heat dissipation for a current (I) in a conductor of resistance 

(R) is given by the relation 

(AI). 

For a test circuit of length (L) and total width (W) the power density (PD) is given by 

PD=I2R/L W. (A2). 

For an array of parallel lines the total width W is the product of the number of lines (n) of 

width W and the interline spacing cW (which is a multiple of the line width), 

W= n W (c + 1) + W =nW (c + 1) (A3). 

For a conductor of cross-section (A = W 1), where T is the thickness, the resistance is R = 
P L / A = P L / W T, and the current density is j = 1/ A = 1/ W T. Therefore 

(A4), 

PD = j2 T P / n (c + 1) (AS), 

independent of line width W. 
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Table 4. Electromigration test data for pure Al 0.5 J.1m thick interconnects for line widths 
from 2 J.1m to 6 J.1m. Test circuit used was '50 line parallel line array (PLA) structure. 

test # W current densit~ adj. curro densit~ mtf location 
(J.1m) xl()6 Ncm2 xl()6 Ncm2 hours die-array 

Tested at 225°C, Wafer Section B 

24 2 1.30 1.345 2.94 R7C5 B 
26 2 1.13 1.348 2.683 R8C5 A 
27 2 1.00 1.161 3.96 R8C5 D 
28 2 0.90 0.850 12.15 R6C6 A 
29 2 0.80 0.750 22.2 R6C6 B 
30 4 0.90 0.992 8.04 R8C5 A 
31 4 1.30 1.423 3.04 R8C5 B 
32 4 0.80 0.876 9.74 R8C5 C 
33 4 1.15 1.224 4.027 R8C5 D 
34 6 0.80 0.821 24.34 R7C5 A 
35 6 0.90 0.929 18.44 R7C5 B 
36 6 1.00 1.035 12.1 R7C5 C 

Tested at 200°C, Wafer Section C 

40 4 1.00 1.000 15.67 R6C3 A 
42 4 0.90 0.898 20.7 R6C3 C 
43 4 1.20 1.186 9.12 R6C3 D 
44 2 1.10 1.122 8.933 R6C3 A 
45 2 1.00 1.024 10.64 R6C3 B 
46 2 0.90 0.937 13.53 R6C3 C 
47 2 0.80 0.814 24.35 R6C3 D 

Tested at 250°C, Wafer Section D 

48 2 0.80 0.720 18.38 R6C3 A 
49 2 0.90 0.812 14.11 R6C3 B 
50 2 1.20 1.086 5.267 R6C3 C 
51 2 1.05 0.945 8.5 R6C3 D 
52 4 1.20 1.200 5.02 R6C3 A 
53 4 0.90 0.901 13.6 R6C3 B 
54 4 0.80 0.792 18.82 R6C3 C 
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Table 5. Current acceleration factor "( from Black equation (10, see text) for pure Al 0.5 

J.1m thick interconnects. Values of"( are calculated from linear regression least-squares 

fitting of data at a given temperature and line width. MTF values used< are "corrected 

current density" from Table 4. 

Test Temperature Line Width # of data points "( 

2J.1m 4 3.2 

4J.1m 3 3.0 

2J.1m 5 3.5 
4J.1m 4 2.5 

6J.1m 3 3.0 

2J.1m 4 3.1 

4J.1m 3 3.2 

Table 6. Electromigration lifetime (MTF) data for AI-2% Cu 0.7 J.1m thick MRC matrix 

• interconnects. Each test was carried out at 264°C and 1.26xl()6 Ncm2. Furnace annealing 

(FA) was performed at 425°C for 30 minutes in forming gas. PLA 50 line test structure 

was used for each. 

Test Deposition Anneal MIF (hours) 0' (hours) O'LMTF 

108 RTo FA 40.7 1.24 3% 

109 RT 11.8 1.31 11% 

111 HTHB+ FA 51.7 1.26 2% 

110 HTHB 9.7 1.28 13 % 

... RT - room temperature (unheated) deposition 

+ HTHB - high temperature 450°C and high bias -100V deposition 
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Table 7. Electromigration lifetime (MTF) data for AI-2% Cu 0.5 Jlm thick MTI matrix. 

Furnace annealing was caried out at 425°C for 30 minutes in forming gas. Test circuit 

used was 25 line PLAb. Line width (W) varied from 1.33 Jlm to 6.0 Jlm. 

t,st 11. ~QnditiQn IUXIY: ~:grrent density: T W MTF 0' 

(xl()6 Ncrn2) eC) (Jlm) (hours) (hours) 

93 asdep IB 1.75 230 1.33 6.3 1.3 

94 asdep 2D 1.75 230 2.25 12.5 1.3 

·104 FA lA 1.75 230 1.33 285.6 3.3 

118 FA 2C 1.75 230 2.25 28.3 1.5 

131 FA ID 2.50 230 1.33 31.3 1.9 

117 FA ID 2.25 230 1.33 69.9 2.9 

116 FA IB 2.00 230 1.33 96.5 2.9 

120 FA lA 1.75 250 1.33 63.5 1.7 

119 FA 2C 1.75 250 2.25 17.9 1.6 

121 FA 4B 1.75 250 4.06 30.9 1.3 

122 FA 6A 1.75 250 5.96 24.2 1.3 
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Figure 1. Al rich portion of the AI-Cu phase diagram, from Metals Handbook, Volume 8, 
published by ASM, 1973. 
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XBB 884-3442 
Figure 2. SEM of annealing hillock in AI-2% Cu thin film, 0.5 J.lm thick, annealed at 
425°C for 35 minutes in forming gas. 
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a) 

b) 

XBB 881-548 
Figure 3. TEM plan view of as deposited AI-2% eu films, showing fine even distribution 
of e phase. a) 0.411m thick film; b) 0.8 llm thick film. 
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XBB 881-645 
Figure 4. TEM cross section view of 0.8 ~m thick AI-2% Cu film, showing columnar 
grain structure and even distribution of small e phase precipitates. (Courtesy of Sandia 
National Labs, Albuquerque, NM. 
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a) 

b) 

XBB 881-547 
Figure 5. TEM plan view of AI-2% Cu films in furnace annealed condition, showing 
elongated E> grain boundary precipitates and extensive grain growth. a) 0.4 Ilm thick film; 
b) 0.8 Ilm thick film. Anneal was 425°C for 30 minutes in forming gas. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

XBB 881-549a 
Figure 6. TEM plan view of 0.4 ~m film after 5 minute RTA annealing at a) 345°C, b) 
405°C and c) 472°C. Note the morphological changes of e phase as annealing 
temperature increases. 
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1.0 Jlm 

XBB 881-549b 
Figure 7. TEM plan view of 0.8 ~m film after 5 minute RTA annealing at a) 345°C, b) 
405°C and c) 472°C. Note e morphology change with increasing temperature, as in 
Figure 6. 
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Figure 8. Mean grain size in 0.4 Ilm film as a function of RTA annealing temperature and 
time. 
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Figure 9. Mean grain size in 0.8 11m film as a function of RTA annealing temperature and 
time. 
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XBL911-20 
Figure 10. Distribution of mean grain sizes in a) as deposited condition, b) annealed 
condition, 345°C for 5 minutes. Note the approximately lognomlal distribution for both, 
and the absence of abnormal grain population at large size. 
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b) 

XBB 881-550a 

Figure 11. TEM plan view after 15 minute RTA anneals at 345°C for a) 0.4 )lm film, and 
b) 0.8 )lm film. Note that coarsening has completely removed small as deposited e phase 
from 0.4 )lm film (a), while they remain in grain centers for thicker film (b). 
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a) 

b) 

XBB 881-551a 
Figure 12. TEM plan view after 15 minute RTA anneals at 405°C for a) 0.4 Jlm film, b) 
0.8 Jlm film. e phase is elongated along boundaries. 
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a) 

b) 

XBB 881-549c 

Figure 13. TEM plan view after 15 minute RTA anneals at 472°C for a) 0.4 ~m film, b) 
0.8 ~m film. E> phase is elongated along boundaries, with some decomposition of E> into 
discrete particles. 
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XBL911-21 
Figure 14. Mean grain size, plotted as {d-do/(TH)U }, as a function of RTA anneal time 
and temperature for both 0.4 and 0.8 films, showing that the data coalesce. Here a == 0.7, 
and represents the dependence of grain size on film thickness during annealing. 
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XBL 911-22 
Figure 15. Arrhenius plot of In {d-do/(TH)U } v (Iff ), showing difference in activation 
energy for the 5 minute and 15 minute RTA anneal s. 
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a) 

1.0 ~m 

b) 

XBB 894-2588 
Figure 16. TEM plan view comparison of coarsened-blocky 8 phase (a), and the 
elongated boundary 8 phase (b) produced by dissolution and reprecipitation on cooling. 
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XBB 895-3759 
Figure 17. TEM plan view of 0.5 11m film AI-2% Cu film after annealing at 310°C for 5 
minutes. Note the many remaining as deposited e precipitates. 

XBB 895-3760 

Figure 18. TEM plan view of 0.5 11m AI-2% Cu film after annealing at 310°C for 40 
minutes. The as deposited e are largely gone, leaving the coarsened blocky e at triple 
points. 
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a) 

b) 

XBB 899-7498 
Figure 19. a) Secondary electron (SEM) image of 0.5 11m thick AI-2% Cu film, showing 
no detectable enhanced emmission from small evenly distributed e phase after annealing 
for 5 minutes at 310°C, corresponding to TEM Figure 17. b) Cu x-ray EDS scanned image 
from same region as (a), showing no large e phases (or enhanced contrast) . 
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a) 

b) 

XBB 899-7499 
Figure 20. a) Secondary electron (SEM) image of 0.5 Ilm thick AI-2% Cu film, showing 
enhanced emmission from coarsened e phase after annealing for 40 minutes at 310°C, 
corresponding to TEM Figure 18. b) Cu x-ray EDS scanned image from same region as 
(a), showing large e phases (enhanced contrast). Images are similar to those in ref. 
Agarwala. 
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Figure 21 . Mean coarsening e phase size <r> as a function of annealing time at 310°C, 
for AI-2% Cu 0.5 Jlm thick film.. 
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Figure 22. Double log plot of coarsening e size <r> with time, showing the == t1/3 - 11 /4 

dependence (slope) on growth rate for annealing at 310°C. 
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XBL 911-25 
Figure 23. Schematic free energy vs. composition diagram, showing the particle size (r) 
dependent solute concentration for large (rl) and small (r2) precipitates. The difference in 
concentrations (Xr1 - Xr2) leads to solute diffusion from small to large particles, and 
coarsening . 

XBL911-26 
Figure 24. Schematic diagram showing how, under solute electromigration, solute flux is 
enhanced due to coarsening process, i.e., enhanced solute concentration near shrinking 
particles at negative terminal, and depleted solute concentration at positive termina l as 
particles grow. 
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XBL911-27 
Figure 25. a.) Schematic cross-section of a metal-Si contact structure showing cusping at 
the top corner and resulting poor step coverage along the dielectric sidewalls. b.) Tapering 

of sidewall structures by 60° allows for uniform film thickness along contact sidewalls but 
increases the required area per circular contact by 4.6 times. 
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ZBB 908-6366 
Figure 26. SEM of planarized 1.0 Jlm diameter contact in 1.0 Jlm thick AI-l % Si film. 
(Courtesy of Materials Research Corporation, Orangeburg, NY) 

y+ y-

1+ 
interconnect 

1-

XBL 911-28 
Figure 27. Schematic of single line test stripe used for standard constant current testing. 
Large square areas are pads for current I/O pads and voltage/resistance sensing. 
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XBB 906-4623 
Figure 28. SEM of failure at pad-interconnect junction in AI-2% Cu conductor due to large 
temperature gradient caused by extremely high current density, j = 4.5x 1 ()6 Nsq.cm. 

XBB 884-3443 
Figure 29. SEM of an electromigration open circuit failure under constant current testing of 
Al-2% Cu 1.7 J.Lm wide conductor at C. The arc produced as the power supply climbs to 
infinity at open circuit destroys (melts) the failure site, eliminating the possibility for 
microstructural failure analysis. 
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XBB 894-2589 
Figure 30. SEM of an electromigration open circuit failure produced under constant 
voltage conditions. Conductor is == 6.0 11m wide pure Al conductor in a 50 line PLA 
structure, tested at 250°C and 8x105 A/cm2. Note the extensive faceting and detailed 
interface morphology. 
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XBL911 -29 
Figure 31. The strip chart recorder trace of open circu it-induced current drops in a PLA 
circuit undergoing eiectromigration . Note the sharp and uniform current drops, and the 
constant current condition between failures (drops) as indicated by the flat and horizontal 
traces. 
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XBB 898-700 1 
Figure 32. SEM of an electromigration-induced open circuit failure in AI-2% Cu thin film. 
Note the narrowness of the slit, the proximity of the bright contrast Cu-rich e boundary 
precipitate to the slit, and the faint traces of boundaries on the conductor surface. The 
boundary traces suggests that the slit is trans granular. 

test lines (50) 

PAD PAD 

XBL 911-30 
Figure 33. Schematic of PLA 50 line conductor structure. Large solid areas at either end 
are pads for both curent I/O and voltage sensing. Interline spacing is 4 times line width 
(W). Design includes 4 separate PLA structures each of W = 1.0 J.1m, 2.0 J.1m, 4.0 J.1m, 
6.0 J1111 and 10.0 J.1m on each 1 cm2 chip. Line length is 1.000 mm. 
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XBL 911-31 
Figure 34. Second generation PLAb 25 line conductor structure. Improvements include 
increased interline spacing to 6 times W, separate pads (at bottom) for voltage sensing, 
longer length (1.500 mm), and gradual decrease in conductor width as lines emerge from 
pads. This latter geometry helps to minimize temperature gradient effects such as Soret 
diffusion. 
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XBL9ll-32 
Figure 35. Typical resistance response as the current density is ramped up to test value. 
~R/Ro versus I should be flat if joule heating is minimized. Tests were usually conducted 
with ~R/Ro less than 2% at the test value, indicating that temperature increase is on the 
order of 5°. 
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XBL911-33 
Figure 36. Cumulative failure probability vs. failure times for 4.0 Ilm wide AlSO line PLA 
tested at 200°C and j = 1.0 106 A/cm2. 
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Figure 37. Double log plot of median failure times (MTF) versus current density U) for 2 
11m and 4 11m wide parallel line arrays of pure Al conductors, tested at 200°C. 
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Figure 38. Double log plot of median failure times (MTF) versus current density U) for 2, 
4, and 6 11m wide parallel line arrays of pure AI conductors, tested at 225°C. 
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XBL 911-36 
Figure 39. Double log plot of median failure times (MTF) versus current density U) for 2 
11m and 4 11m wide parallel line arrays of pure Al conductors, tested at 250°C. 
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XBL911-37 
Figure 40. Same data as in Figure 39, plotted instead using the Shatzkes-Lloyd (82) model, 
In (MTF{f2) versus j, for 2 11m and 4 11m pure AlSO line PLA structures. Note that this 
analysis does not affect the ordering or the interpretation of the data. It may affect the 
calculation of the activation energy (see text). 
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Figure 41 . The effect of linewidth (W) on median lifetimes (MTF) for the MTI matrix is 
shown for tests at 250°C and 1.75x1()6 A/cm2. W varied from 1.33 ~m to 6.0 ~m . The 
minimum lifetimes were for the 2.25 )..I.m line array. 
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Figure 42. Cumulative probability plot for failure versus In failure times for the MRC matrix experiment. Constant slopes for each 
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XBB 903-2646 
Figure 43. SEM of narrow slit failure from interrupted testing of AI-2% Cu 50 line rLA , 
deposited on unheated substrates at OV bias, annealed at 425°C, and tested at 248°C and 
0.8xl()6 A/sq.cm. Current flow were from right to left. 

XBB 898-7010 
Figure 44. SEM of a large erosion void in AI-2% Cu == 3.5 Ilm wide conductor tested at 
250°C and 1.2xl06A/cm2. Actual failure was due to narrow slit void elsewhere on the 
line. Current and mass flow were from right to left. 
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XBB 908-6365 
Figure 45. SEM of a large erosion void in AI-2% Cu conductor tested at 248°C and 
8.0xlOS Nsq.cm. Note that the current density in the narrow filament was == 8.0xl()6 
Nsq.cm. Failure was due to narrow slit void in another location. Current flow was from 
right to left. 

XBB 902-1276 
Figure 46. SEM of an edge notch void in AI-2% Cu 1.5 J..lm wide conductor tested at 
250°C and 1.1x1()6 Nsq.cm. Note that the notch is longer (== 5 J..lm) than the average grain 
size, 2.0 J..lm. Conductor is tilted 45° to view the edge void. Current flow was from right 
to left. 
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XBB 894-2589 
Figure 47. SEM of electromigration-induced whisker in Al 6.0 11m wide conductor tested 
at 250°C and 8.0x105 A/sq.cm. 

XBB 903-1929 
Figure 48. Secondary electron image of a pad area in AI-2% eu film, induced by a Ga+ 
Focussed Ion Beam (FIB) showing crystallographic contrast with grain and precipitate 
structure. 
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1.1 

a) 

b) 

XBB 903-2643 
Figure 49. FIB induced secondary electron image of an electromigration single crystal 
whisker in an Al conductor tilted at a) 15°, and b) 0° from normal. Tilting provides 
differing contrast between grains. 
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XBB 903-2645 
Figure 50. FIB secondary electron image of a broad Al polycrystalline electromigration 
hillock. 

XBB 908-6525 
Figure 51. TEM of an electro migration hillock/whisker in an Al conductor. Boundary 
contrast suggests that hillock emanates from a boundary normal to the film surface. 
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XBB 896-4654 
Figure 52. TEM of an electromigration erosion void in Al conductor, 2.0 11m wide and 0.5 
11m thick. Note the island of material 'left behind' as the void grows through the line. 
(Courtesy L.T. McKnelly.) 

XBB 904-2954 
Figure 53. Erosion void in 6.0 J..lm wide AI-2% Cu conductor tested at 250°C and 
1.75xl()6 Nsq.cm. Note the proximity of the void to Cu-rich e phase particles (bright 
contrast), indicating that the presence of Cu does not passivate the boundaries from 
voiding. Current flow was from right to left. 
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XBB 904-2946 
Figure 54. Erosion void in 6.0 11m wide AI-2% Cu conductor tested at 250°C and 
1.75x106 Nsq.cm. Note the proximity of the void to Cu-rich e phase particles, similar to 
Figure 53. Current flow was from right to left. 

growing grain boundary void 
I 

remaining 

XBL 911-40 
Figure 55. Drawing showing that a grain boundary voiding process will leave material 
from center of grain as an island. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

XBB 899-7493 
Figure 56. Progression of void locations monitored during interruptions after testing for; 
a) 18.3 hours, b) 36.1 hours, c) 111.1 hours. Film is AI-2% Cu, and was tested at 248°C 
and O.8x106 A/sq.cm. Note that the E> precipitate at location 1 coarsens apparently at the 
expense of precipiates at locations 2 which disappear. Current flow was from right to left. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

XBB 899-7494 
Figure 57. Sequence from interrupted test (Figure 56) showing the void growth direction 
changing after testing for; a) 18.3 hours, b) 36.1 hours, c) 111.1 hours. Test conditions 
were 248°C and O.8xl06 A/sq.cm. Current and mass flow were from right to left. 
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XBB 903-2646 
Figure 58. SEM of a narrow slit failure in AI-2% Cu interrupted test, 248°C and O.8xl06 
Nsq.cm. Current and mass flow were from right to left. 

XBB 899-7756 
Figure 59. TEM of narrow electromigration slit failure in AI-2% Cu-l % Si 0.5 ~m thick 
conductor, 1.3 ~m wide. Note that grain boundary contrast on either side of slit indicates 
that it is transgranular. Average grain size in film was == 2.5 ~m. Film was deposited at 
-100V RF bias and 450°C, and RTA annealed at 500°C for 1 minute. Test conditions 
were 250°C and 2.5xl06 Nsq.cm. (Courtesy L.T. McKnelly.) 
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0.5 Jlm 

XBB 899-7758 
Figure 60. TEM of narrow electromigration slit failure, similar to Figure 59. Test and film 
conditions are same as in Figure 59. (Courtesy of L.T. McKnelly.) 

XBB 903-1930 
Figure 61. SEM of a narrow slit failure in Al-2% Cu 0.7 J..l.m thick 1.5 J..l.m wideconductor. 
Test conditions were 264°C and 1.26x106 Nsq.cm. Conductor in 45 to normal. Note 
that the slit extends through the thickness of the line. 
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a) 

b) 

XBB 903-1930,-2644 
Figure 62. FIB secondary electron crystallographic contrast image of slit failure in Figure 
61, tilted at; a) 5 0, b) 15°. Boundary contrast on either side of slit for various tilt angles, 
but even contrast across the void, indicates that slit is transgranular. 
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XBB 905-3646 
Figure 63. SEM of failures due to film instability agglomeration during electromigration 
testing of 1.33 J.lm unannealed AI-2% eu lines. 

____ -----CONDUCTOR 
LENGnt L 

XBL 911-41 
Figure 64. Schematic of growing void nucleus in a segment of conductor of total length L. 
Initial void width is Y, length is I, and it extends through thickness (1) of the conductor. 
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XBL9ll-42 
Figure 65. Schematic of a line segment with a local region in compressive stress (shaded 
area). The compressive stress (plotted below the figure) is shown to surrounding the 
region. The source of the stress is electromigration flux divergence . Following Blech 
(15,16) this leads to stress-directed mass flux, lower figure. However, it is obvious that 
the stress-directed flux J(J alternately adds to the electromigration flux 1cm on the left 
downstream' side, and opposes Jcm on the upstream-right side. 
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XBL 911-43 
Figure 66. Schematic of a line segment with a local tensile stressed region, shaded area. 
The source of the stress is electromigration flux divergence produced by a local vacancy 
source, which enhances the flux Jcm , and a flux obstacle, such as a boundary precipitate. 
Note that the maximllm stress is within the grain interior, since boundary creep relaxation 
processes could rapidly reduce the stresses adjacent to the boundary and obstacle. The 
(maxiumum) stress could lead to failure viq localized slip along favorably oriented glide 
plans . 
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XBB 904-3140 
Figure 67. e precipitate completely decorating a transgranular boundary in Al-2% Cu 1.33 
J..lm wide conductor after testing at 250°C and 1.75x1()6 A/sq.cm. Such preciptates were 
fonned by coarsening during testing since thev were not observed orior to testin£. Current 
and mass flux were from right to left. 

XBB 906-4991 
Figure 68. Open circuit in Al-2% Cu 1.33 J..lm wide interconnect, showing void at 
downwind side of precipitate. Current and mass flux were from right to left. 
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